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ABSTRACT

The abili-ty to correct for the scatter and attenuation

of gamrn¿ photons is important if quantitative single
photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) is to become

a reality. This ¡qork was designed to assess the efficacy
and clÍnical utility of some suggested correction
methods, using the Elscint ECT system-

A cylindrical- phantom, one half of which contained

perspex rods while the other did not, was imaged wÌ¡en

fíIled with Tc-99m solution. Scatter correction was by

use of narrow symmetric and as¡rmmetric windovøs for data

acquisition and by separate acquísitÍon of scatte:r

images in a lower energy wíndow, prior to subtraction

from the photopeak images- The systen software applies

chang's attenuation correction to the reconstructed data

with user-selectable attenuation coefficient values. A

mettrod has been developed, allowing these values to be

conveniently determined- The values thus obtained were

applied to the images and the effect on lesioa contrast

and resolution assessed-
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Some improvements in image quality were observed with

speeific sSrmmetric and asymmetric data acquísition
windo¡vs- Ilowever, by reconstructing a scatter inaage, and

subtracting an experimentally determined fraction of this
image from the photopeak image, much more noticeable

improvements in image contrast (and ttrerefore

detectabi-Iity) and resolution were achieved, even for a

Iesion small enough in size, and deep enough within ttre

ptrentom, to be difficult to detect and measure.

The decision as to which is the appropriate

subtraction fraction, for a particular set of acquisition
parameters (e- g. ¡vÍndow size, window position, etc- ),
must also include a consideration of the aim of the

study, in terms of the relative importance of having high

contrast and good resolution. To help in this decisi-on, a

simple method of evaluating ttre possible subtraction

fractions, rvith respect to their effect on contrast, and

resolution of a specific lesion, has been suggested-
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r)

(a) DIAGNOSTIG IIÍAGING IÐDALITIES

(Beck, 1982; Anger, 1964; Jotrns and Cunníngham, 19S3)

ïn the latter part of L895, Roentgen discovered X-

rays, and subsequently made a thorough investigation of

their properties. He very napidly attracted the attention
of the medical prof,ession witt¡. a shadow image showing the

bone structure of his osm hand (Roentgen,l-896)- Since

then, ionizing radiat,ions have been used in medicine for
a variety of appli-cations which has changed and expanded

as electronic and computer technolog'y have developed.

From that, first planar shadow image have grown the fiel-ds
of diagnostic radiology, radiotherapy and nuclean

nnedicine, in which ionizing radiation aay be used, for
example, to create three-dimensional images of body

organs or to treat deep-Iying tumours. The involvement of
physies vrith medicine has led to other developments such

as the use of ultrasound and nuclear magnetic resonance

as imaging techuiques, and to continued exploration of,

ways to improve existing techniques-
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The subject of this ¡vork is in the f ield of
diagnostic imaging- Therefore let us review briefly the

variety of modalities available, to provide the physician

with ínformation on physiological structure and

function-

( i ) IMAGING TÍITH X-RAYS.

A beam of X-rays may be transmitted through a patient
and detected as it emerges. The tissues in the patient
diff,erentially attenuate the X-rays, result,ing in an

energy dependent shadow picture, which

of the X-ray attenuation coefficients
1_S

l-n

aetually a map

the path of the

beam- If the differences in attenuation coefficients are

not suff,icient to give detectable image contnast of the

tissues under investigation, radio-opaque dyes may be

administered to the patient in order to increase the

contrast- Thus, by suitable manipulation of factors that
include the beem energ'y and arlministration of contrast
media, planar images giving primarily structural_

information may be obtained.
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The images obtained in the way just described are a

very useful díagnostic tool- However, they are really
tvro-dimensional projections of three-dimensional subject

matte¡r, in which information from several different
struetures overlaps, leading to poor diserimination of
changes in attenuation coefficient and reduction in
contrast- Âs a result, low-contrast details withín the

image may be diffícult to distinguish- Attempts to solve

thís problem have led to the development of tomographic

imaging techniques, with which the aim is to create

images of slices througtr a three-dimensíonal object. The

direction of these images, when. reconstructed, is
perpendicular to the direction of, planar X-ray images,

and ther:efore they contain only the statistical noise,

inherent in the photon detection process, in that
particular slice and líttle from the tissue above and

below-

The simplest type of tomographic image employs

simultaneous motion of source and detector, to give an

image in which only one plane is in focus, while others

are blurred- This is useful for imaging fine-detail,
higtr-contrast object,s such as the small bones of the ear.
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X-ray computed tomography (CT) furttrer extends this
technique, to produce images which are two-dimensional

transaxial sliees through the patient- T¡r¡rica1ly, the

patient is stationary and located ¡vithin the arc of a

rotating gantry which contains an X-ray tube and an

arrangement of one or more detectors- The source-detector

assembly is rotated around ttre pat,ient,, making a series
of transmission mea'surements- This informat,ion is used to
reconstruct the two-dimensíonal map of X-ray attenuation

coefficients - The basic technique for image

reconstruction was developed by Radon in 1917, and has

since been in use in many areas of scientific research-

However, it was not unt,il digital computer technology had

suitably advanced, that Hounsfiel-d (in 19?3) was able to
introduce tl-e first CT scanner for medical applications-

(TT) IHAGING I{ITE GAIIMA RAYS.

Gamma ray imaging is undertaken in nuclear medicine

departments, and provides information regarding

physiological function- Radionucl-ides are used to t,ag

compounds which are involved in physiological functions,
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and ¡vhieh therefore loeal-ize in speei-fic tissues or body

prodr.lcts. The labelled compounds are called
radiopharmaceuticals, and are employed in three main

alfeãs -

They may be used in treatments, such as radiotherapy

treatment for enrarged thyroid gland, arthough treatments

are generally only a small proportíon of the work of a

nuclear medicine department-

They may be used in diagnostic processes Ínvolving
the determination of the amount of radioactivity Ín
5amples of blood, urine, faeces, etc. The 5ample, usually
counted in a well counter, becomes an i_ndicator of some

metabolic proeess.

They may also be used in nuclear medicine Í-maging, in
which contrast arises mainly from differences in the
accumulation of administered radioactivity in body organs

as a functíon of time. Nuclear medicine imaging was the
area of emphasis of this researctr, therefore thj_s

diseussion wiII focus on the imaging applícations of
radiopharmaceuticals .
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The majority of nucl-ear medicine images are planar

studies, of ¡qhich there are two main categories static
and dynamic- rn static studies the radiopharmaceutical

localizes in an organ or tissue which is then imaged. fn
dynamic studies the radíophamaceutical ¡vashes into and

out of an organ, which is sequentially imaged, giving a

series of píctures representing the ¡lrogress of the

labelled compound through ãn organ-

Computed tomographic imaging is available in nuclear

medicine, but is an emission, rather than a transmíssion,

teclrníque and is hnown as singre photon emission computed

tomography or SPECT. Since it is the subject of this
work, detailed discussion of SPECT imaging will be

postponed until the appropriate sections-

Another tomographic technique, positron emission

tomography (PET), is often included in the area of
nuclear medicine. PET is si¡nilar to SPECT but requires

radionuclides ¡Ehich emit positrons, for examtrlle oxygen-

15, earbon-l1 and nitrogen-l3- Ttrese are intimately
j-nvolved j-n metabolj-e processes and are theref ore

medically interesting- The annihilation radj_ation is
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detected, using coincidence electronics, and used to
¡recoustruct images, vEhich are again primarily funct,ional _

The advantage is that the probability of detection of the
photons ís independent of the position of ttre emítter, in
the patient, along the straight line between the

detecto¡rs- In addition, the spatial resolution is better
than in sPEcr, äs is the sensitivity (because absorptive
collimators are not required - see I(b)(iii))- Its main

disadvantage is that the necessary radioisotopes have

short half-lives and require an on-site cyclotron fon

thei-r production- For many centres this is prohi-bi-tively

expensive -

(ttl) utlrAsomrD rMAcINGi.

Short pulses of high-frequency sound are transmitted
into the nedium and the refrected and scattered energy is
det,ected. The echoes are used to create a. map vlhich

provides information on the mechanical properties of the
tissues being imaged- Ultrasound has a major advantage in
that it involves no exposuïe to íonizing radi_ation.

Unfortunately, it cannot be used to image all body parts,



since bone and

is ext,ensively

imaging.

I
air cause too mr¡ch

used in abdominal,

reflection- However, it
obstetrical- and cardiac

(iv) MAGNETIC RESONAI.¡CE Il{AcINc (}ßI)

In the presence of a suitabl-e magneti_c fiel_d, atomic

nuclei having an odd number of protons or neutrons absorb

energy (i-e- they resonate)- Absorption is al_most

instantaneous while the subsequent rela,xation, or energy

loss, is very slow, depending on the molecular structure
and motion. This relaxation time is measured, and

corresponding spatial information is obtained, by using

field gradients- Image reconstruction is performed by

eomputer and two and three-dimensional- structurar maps

of the object of interest can be obtained-

Contrast in these images depends upon a complex group

of, fact,ors including proton density, resonance nelaxation
times and chennical factors, which make it possible to
obt,ain, from a given MRI image, a wide rarrge of useful
di-agnostic information, rerated to anatomicar structure
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and physiological function- In this respect, magnetic

resonance images are similar to nuclear medici_ne images,

which also provide morphological as ¡rell as physiologieal

inf,ormation, and differ from conventional X-ray images,

which provide mainly st,ructural informat,ion.

A,t present, the major use of this modality is in
proton imaging, al-though several other elements, such as

carbon-13, fluorine-19, phosphorus-31 and sodium-Z3, seem

to have potential as diagnostically useful- nuclei- BfRI

can also be utilísed f o¡r spectroscopÍ-c applications.
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(bì T{UCÍ.EAß MEDICINE

(i) RADIONUCTIDES

The ideal radi-onuclide for use in nuclear medicine

shoul-d have the following properties:

A. Pure gamma emitter

Of the ionizing radiations (alpha, beta and gamma),

gamma ís the l-east ionÍ-zing- The presence of alpha or

beta emíssions makes no contribution to the diagnostic

image- UsuaIIy internally absorbed, they merely increase

the radiation dose to the patient without producing any

benef it,.

B- Optimum energy for penetration of patient and

detection

The energy of the radiation must be such ttrat ít can

penetrate the soft tissue and emerge from the body,

other¡Eise it cannot be detected. In order to optimize

detection and resolution, the energy of the emitted

photons should lie inside a part,icular range. For ga$ma
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cameras (discussed in I(b) (ii) ), wtrích are the most

co-monly used inaging devÍces in nuclear medicine, thís

range is bet¡.reen 100 and 200 keV-

t- Gonvenient half-Iife

The radionuclide half-life must be sufficiently long

that it may be prepared, stored, injected, may localize
in the organ and still emj-t enough radiation to form a
good inage- It must also be short enough to minimize the

radiation risk to the patient. The physi-ological half-
life, which is a measure of the length of t,ime the

radionuclide spends in the body, is also important. For

s¡çample, a radionuclide with a long radioactive hal-f-Iife
may be used if its physiological half-life is short.

D. Convenient to produce

ff the radionuclide has to be produced in a fission
reactor or a cyclotron, it may be difficult to obtain,

and this will j-mpede its usefulness -

E. Suitable chemical properties

The chemical properties of the radionuclide must be

such that it can be combined with physiologieatly useful



compounds,

stable-

yielding

1q

radioptrarmaceutica]- which is

ttot all radionuclides ¡Eill fulfil these crit,eria; a

fe¡v of the more important radionuclides used in nucrear

medicine are: gallium-67, t,echnetium-ggm, iodine-1ZB ,

iodine-l3X., xenon-133 and thaltir:m-Z0l- Several othe:r

¡radiouuclides are also used, and these are listed in
texts on the subject (MeAinsh, 1986, Johns and

Cunningham, 1983, for example).

Of al-l- the radioisotopes used in nuclear medicíne,

the most imBortant is technetium-99m (Tc-ggm) - Its decay

scheme, shown in Fig-1.1, shows that partieulate
emissions are absent, and that it emits a 140 kev photon

which is easy to deteet, outside the body_ It has a

convenÍent half-li-fe of six hours, and is easy to produce

as required, fron commercially available molybdem:m

generators- It may be combined into a wide variety of
clinical-Iy useful com¡rounds, permitting its use in
imaging of the brain, Iiver and spleen, kidneys, lungs,

bone and others - Tec}¡neti 'm-99¡n is the isotope used in
the çrork reported here-
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Fig- 1- 1 Decay schenoe of Tc-99m-
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(ií) THE GA}II{A CAÌ,ÍERA.

The gamrna camera can produce ân image showing the
di-stribution of a radioa.ctive source in the body of a

patíent. !{hile individual t¡rpes of gamm¿ cãmera are not

identical, they all have a number of features ia comrnon-

Tlrese are shov¡n in Fig.I.2-

The collimator projects the gâmma image to the
crystar- Those ga¡nma rays not travelling in the direction
dictated by the collimator septa are absorbed by them,

while the remainder pass through the holes in the
collimator and ¡reach the crystal. In the crystal, the
gamma photons produce scint,illations which give a low

intensity two-dimensionar image of the distribution of
the radioactivity, within the object or body being

imaged- The image on the crystal cannot be vier,red

directry or photographed at this stage, but is detected

by the photomultiplier (PM) tubes and converted ínto an

image of electrical pulses. The PM tubes also amplify (or
increase the intensity of) the ímage, providing gains of
the order of 10s to 101 o .
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Fig-1.2 Main features of the gamma cãmera.
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The electrical- purses from the PM tubes aow enter the
erectronic position logic eircuits, which create three
specific signal-s for each gãmma photon detected. by the
cãmera- T¡,ro of these signals ref er to the spatial
location of the scint,ilration event in the image, whire
the size of the third pulse represents the energ:y of the

Bhoton. This last purse enters the purse height analyzer
(PHA), and if it is within the sel_ected energy range

(window) it is recorded- Then the position signals
deflect the electron beam of a catÏ¡ode ray tube, to
produce a flash on the screen at the location
corresponding to the location on the crystal, and

therefore urithin the patient's body. Each garnma photon

detected on the crystal and accepted by the pHA produces

one dot, on the screen of the cathode ray tube (cRT)-The

image may be photographed or stoned by computer for
processing, viewing and analysis later_

Let us now look in more det,ail

components of a t5r¡rical gamma câmera-

at the vanious
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Collimator -

A colliuator is used to "project" an image of a

¡radioactive distribution onto the surface of the eãmera

erystal- Tt is made from a metal, such as tungsten or

lead, whieh is a good absorber of photons, and usually
contains ttrousands of holes very close together (an

exception to this is the pinhore corri-nnator, discussed

Iater) - Tl'e collimator is constructed, such that each

point on the crystal has a. direct view of only one point
orl the surf aee of the body, urhich contains the
radioactivity- Ga¡nrna photons, whieh are not traverling in
the direction specified by the hores in the collimator,
are absorbed by the corlimator septa before reaching the

detector, âs illustrated by FiS.1.3. This is ãrì

inefficient pnocess in that a ]-ot of usefur information
is lostr âûd is a major cause of ttre relatively poor

quality of radionuclide images.

The thin dividing rqalls, or septa, of a collimator
are intend.ed to prevent penetration of photons- However,

in any given material, the penetrating power of incident
photons usually increases with increasing photon energy_
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Fie-1-3 Function of a colli¡nator.
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Therefore, relatively thin septa are adequate when using

low-energ"y photons, while high-enerry photons requine

thicker septa to prevent photons from crossing into
adjacent holes- !ùhen the septal walls are thin, âs in a

row-energy collimator, it is possible for the collimator
to contain mo.re hores per unit area, and therefore to
have increased sensitivity, which is advantageous-

However, if this t¡rpe of colrinator ís used with high-
enerry photons, there witl be significant, septal
penetration of the thin walls leading to decreased

resolution- On the ottrer hand, if a high-energy

corlimator (with correspondingly thicker walls) is used

with low-energy photons, ttre spatial resolution wilr be

as normal, but, the sensitivity of the camera nrill be less
than optimal- A compromise exists betrseen spatial
resolution and sensitivity - for a given photon enerry, a

collimator cârr be selected to give maximum sensitivity,
at the expense of reduced resolution.

The performânce of arry collimator depends on ttre
shape, length and diameter of the holes_ For a given

septal thickness, the shape of the holes is selected to
maximize the area of detector surface which is exposed-
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The holes are usually round or hexagonal in cross-

section, a¡rd arranged i-n a hexagonal close-¡lacked array_

The collimator resolution, Rc, is Eiiven by:

Rc = d(Ie +b)/Le (1)

whrere b = distance from radiation source to corlimatorr

d = diameter of holes

le= I Zp-r = "effect,ive length" of collimator
holes

I = actual length of collinator holes

È = Iinear attenuation coefficient of collimaton
material- _

The efficS-ency of the collímator, €, is defined to be the

fraction of gamm¿ rays which pass through the collimator,
for every gâmma ray emitted by the source- For a souree

in air:

E * l{2 (d/Ie )2. [dz /(d + t)2] (Z)

whe:re t = septal thickl.ess

K = const,ant, depending on hole shape-
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consideration of equation (1) indicates that, as the
rat,i-o of hole diameter to effective l-ength (d/Le) is
decreased, the resolution improves; therefore, long,
narrow hores in the corrimator produce the best
resolution- Equation (2) indicates that the corlimato:r

efficieney dec:reases approximately as the square of the
ratio of, hole diameter to leng¡btr (d/Le)z - Consequently,

to a good approximation, !rê may say that g is
proportionar to llcz - rn physicar terms, this means that,
for a given septal- thichess, factors which inprove the
corrimator resorution will decrease the collimaùor
efficiency, and vice versa- (rn fact, the existence of
this compromise has already been indicated, earrier in
this section, but is here confi-rmed in a more rigorous
Bray- ) lloweve:r, increasing the septar thickness decreases

the efficiency of the collimator-

As the distance, b, from the source to the colrimator
is increased, the resol-ution becomes poorer; therefore,
those structures which are closest to ttre corlimator are

imaged in the greatest detail-

For a source in air, the eff,iciency of the collimator
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is independent of the distanee b, provided the count-rate
for the entire detector area is incruded. This is because

the efficiency of transmission of the radiation through

any one col-Iirnator hole decreases in proportion to
(L/bz ) , rqhile the number of holes available for the
radiati-on to use to reach the detector is proportional- to
b2; these effects cancel and so col-l-imator efficiency is
independent of the distance between the source and the

collimator- However, this does not apply when the gamma

radiation is emitted by

attenuatíon by the body tissue must then

a source within a

be

patient as

considered -

other factors which must be considered arfe septatr-

penetration, and scatten of ttre photons from the walls of,

the holes ín the collimator-

With respect to the orientation of the collimator
holes, there are four maÍn tjrpes of collimator-
1- Parallel-hole collimators, FiS.1-4(a)- Ttre holes are

parall-el to each other in this, the most commonly used,
'type of collimator- The image is neither magnified nor

ni-nified and the sensitivity is generarly not affected by

altering the distance bet¡Eeen source and camera-

2. Diverging collimators, Fig-L-4(b)- The holes diverge
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fron the deteetor face resul-ting in a minifi-ed. innage and

a magnified field of view- This type of cortimator is
used mainJ-y to enabre câmeras with snalr detectors to
image large organs (e-g- Iiver, lungs). For a source, of,

activity sufficient to fill the fierd of víew of the
camera, the sensitivity of the cãmera decreases, ¡sittr
increasing di-stance, between the source and the camera.

3- Gonwerging collimators, Fie_1_4(c)- The holes

converge to a point in front of the collimator, resulting
in ä magnif,ied image and increasing sensitivity as

distance between camera and source is inereased, again,

for a souree of sufficient activity to filr the fierd of
view of the cânera- It may be used for inaging smal_l_

organs such as the thyroid gland-

4- Pinhole collimator, Fie.l-4(d)- This has a single,
small hole, rather than the several thousand holes
present in the other types- rt produces an inverted innage

of the souree on the crystar, and may be used to give a

magnified or minified image, depending on the distã',ce
between the sounce and the collimator- since it has only
one hore, it is less sensitive than the murtihol-e

collimators already mentioned.
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Fig- 1 - 4 T5r¡res of collimator -
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(c) CONVERGING COLLIMATOR (d) PTNHOLE COLLTMATOR
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Thus, when seJ-ecting a collimat,or for a given

application it is necessary to consider its effect on

cãmera sensiti-vity and resolution, field of view, irnage

magnification and image bh¡r.

Scintill-at,ion crystal -

The two functions of the crystal are to absorb the
ga&¡ma. photons and to convert the ga¡nma. inage into a rì-ght

image - These crystals are usrxa.l-ly in the f orm of disks,

the diameter of which establ-ishes the size of the fiel-d
of view (which may then be modified by the choice of
colrinator and the source-canßera dist,ance). Typicarry,

the cryst,al diamsf,,ss. i= of the o:rder of 20 t,o 50 cm and

the thichness about 0-5 to 1 cm.

Within the crystal, a elãmma ptroton rvill }ose ener€Fz,

via a photoerectric or compton interaction, to elect:rons,

rshich then travel a short distance, within vrhich they

undergo around 5000 interactions- The electron ]-oses

kinetic energy as a result, causing the crystal to
scintii-l-at,e - For gamma camera-s, rel-ativel-y thin crystals
(around 0-5 cm thick) are preferred_ These are less
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ef,f,icier¡t than thick crystals as :radiation detectors, but
give better intrinsic resorut,ion and therefore improved

image detail- The most commorl type of crystal used is

sodium iodide d.oped with thaltiun, written as NaI(TX) _

The impurity atoms (thaIlium) disturb the cryst,al

lattice, which greatly increases the scintillat,ion

efficiency at room tempera.ture-

Photomulti-plier tubes (PMT) -

The image is detected and amplified by an array of pM

tubes placed behind the crystal- In modern, circuJ_ar

field of viev+, câmeras tÞ¡ere are generally S?, 81, Zb ot
91 tubes, r,rhich rnay be round or hexagonal, arraï.ged i-n a
hexagonar pattern- The crystal and tubes are enclosed in
a light-tight, magnetically shielded and l-ead-lÍned
protective casing-

Positíonine eircuitr¡r-

To transfer the crystal image to the viewing screen,

it is necessary to know where, in the crystal_, each gamma

ph.oton i-s absorbed. To help explain how the event-
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positioning circuitry works, consider the hypotheti_cal_ T

tube cåmera showrr in Fig-1-5 ; this tqas, in f,act, the
nu¡nber of PM tubes in the fi:rst €famrna cå¡neïa- Consider ¿t

scintillation event at A in the crystal, and viewed by

the PM tubes. The tubes crosest to A recei-ve most l-i-ght

and therefore p:roduce outputs of larger amplitude- The

outputs of tubes L,3,4 and 5 are combined in a summi_ng

matrix circuit (SMC) to form the composite signal X+; the
outputs of 1-,203,6 and 7 give X-- Similanly, division of
the a:rray into vertical Ï¡.alves and sumnring appropriate
outputs €ives Y+ and Y-. Since A is towards the right and

lower sectior¡ of the crystal, the X+ signal is greateir

than the X- signal, and the Y- signaJ_ is greater than the

Y+ signal.

The outputs of all 7

signaJ-, the amplitude

total amount of light
crystal.

tubes are combined to give a Z

of which is proportional to the

produced by -r,he event in the
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Fig- 1- 5 Schenat,ic drawing of a gar¡ma cãmera with seven

PM tubes.
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and Y-position signals

X-,Y+ and Y- signals

are obtaÍned by

and normaliziag

X = k(X+ -Il_)/Z Y = k(Y+ -Y-)/Z

where k is a scare factor determined by the defrection
voltage characteristics of the CRT-

The X, Y and Z signals then go to the PHA and viewinÊ!

unit -

Pulse-heiEht analr¡zer.

Ttre PHA is a part,icular type of spectrometer ( a

device which permit,s the operator to select and use a.

specifíc portion of a spectrrrm) - Pulses from the detector
must pass through the PHA to be incl-uded in the image,

the speeial feature of a PHA being that it may be set to
excrude purses othe¡r than those of a specified heigtrt or
energy. The permitted pulse sizes are determined by

setting the baserine and the window the baserine

specifies the minimum pulse amplitude that will be
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accepted, and the ¡vindoçr specifies the râr¡ge

amplitudes that will be accepted by the PHA..

of pulse

The pulse-height seale is usually arbitrary, but ttre

detector and amplifier may be calibrated to make the pHA

scare corresBond to a specifie photon energy rarlge- Thus,

a PHA with a baseline setting of 60 purse heieht units
and a ¡cindow width of 40 units, will accept pulses in the

range 60 ¡rnits t,o 100 units- T{ith appropriate
calibration, this could be made equivalent to an energy

range of, sê¡r, 120 keV to 200 keV-

The wi-ndow is generally posit,ioned over the required
portion of the spectrum, for example, the photopeak, a.s

shown in Fis.1.6. Thus, a wide rqindow setting increases

the rate of counting of photons, ând images cen be formed

faster- However, the abirity to discriminate bet¡seen the
desi¡rabre and undesirabre parts of the spectrum is
reduced.
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Fig-1-6 PHA window positioned on the photopeak 6f a

Tc-99m spectrum.
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Consider again the signals originating from the
camera shown in Fig-1.5 and mentioned earlier- If the

energy (Z) pulse is within the range which allows it to
be accepted by the PHA, it is directed to the CRT- It
turns on the elect,ron beam and causes a spot of tight to
be formed on the sereen at a position determined by the
X-position and Y-posi-tion signals. The spot of l-ight on

the screen is the image of a síngle gamma photon from the
object, or body being imaged- For every photon aceepted by

the gamma camera, this process is repeated, build.ir¡g up

the pattern of spots whi-ch eonnprise the image_
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( iii ) cAt{ERA CIIARACTERTSTTCS.

Sensitivitr¡.

Consider a distribution of radioactivity in a body or
phantom, being imaged by a gåmma camera- Photons emj_tted

from this source distribution are equarry distri-buted i-n
all directions- tlowever, only those which pass through

the appropriate colrimat,or hole and are absorbed in the
crystal contribute to the inage the remainder are

effectively wasted- The sensitivity of a gâmnra camera may

be specified by the number of photons thus detected and

used in the image, for each unit of radioactivity,

As already mentioned, the sensitivity is affected by

the collimator design, although it must be remembered

that the collimator which gives maxi-mum sensitivity
usually produces minimr¡m spatial resolution-

crystar thictrrress is arso important because when

photons pass completery through the crystal both detector
efficiency and cãmera sensitiviùy are reduced. However,

trhile a thi-cke¡r erystal improves the sensitivity, it
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usually comproaises the spatial resolution-

Since the only photons which contribute to the image

are those which are accepted by the PIIA window, cãmera

sensitivíty may be significant,ly reduced by a too narrow

or incorrectly positioned windorE.

Imaee quality-

This is determined by the chanacteristics of tl.e
camera components, the m,anner in which it is operated,

the characteristics of tkre radiopharmaceutícar (with
respect to its efficiency of uptake into the organ of
interest, its chemical stability, etc.), and by the
patient (with respect to thict ness of patient cross-
section, ability to remain stiII, etc- ). fn this work,

the images are obtained using a phantom; therefore only
the camera chanacteri-stics are effective_
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Image quality is generally assessed in nuelear
imaging in terms of:

1. contrast

2- resolution
3- image noise

4- uniformity
5- distortion

The main components of a g.âmma camera system and

thei¡r relationshíp to each other and to the camena

characteristics are sunmarized in Fig-X.-2.
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Fig-l-,Z The comllonents of â gamm¿ cãmera

system-
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( iv) IllA,cE CHARACIEBISTICS.

Contrast.

For an image of an object to be visible, it must

differ from, or stand out against, the back€round - this
is what is meant by the term "contrast" - The ameq¡¡t of
contrast refers to how much difference there is between

t'he ímage and the background- clearly, if it,s contrast is
too row, the image of a given object wirr not be visible.
The amount of eontrast required for âï'r image to be

visibre depends on several factors, including the size of
the object and the background_

contrast exists either when the radiation from the
object area is more intense than the radiation from the
bacLground (a "hot" object), or when the radiation from

t'he object area ís ress intense than that from the
background (a "cold" object) -

The radiation contrast can be measured and expressed

in ternns of the percentage difference beùween the object
and background areas- The radiat,ion making up the
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background could be due to such factors as: radiation
from the sâme radionuctide in surrounding tissue,
radiation from other nuclides within the patient,
scattered radia.tion end radiation from external- sources -

The PHA. may be used to discriminate bet¡seen object
radiation and background scatter. Erininating this
scattered radiation, which is of lower energy than ttre
primary radiation, wilt improve contrast- This may be

very effective âs, in many eases, background scatter is
the nain cause of reduced contrast. Section I(d) and (e)

address this topic in more detail- sinilarrÍ, if, another

radionucride is present, and if the difference in thei-r
photopeak energies is sufficiently large, discrimínatíon
is possible using the PHA-

The term "contrast" is also applied to the image when

it is reco¡ded on filn on disprayed on a screen, however

it is then referring to a difference ín the optical
densities of the object a¡d þ¿slrground regions- The

contrast may then be adjusted using the intensity control
(for exposing films) or the eontrast contror (for screeïr

displays ) -
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Uniformitv-

The sensitivíty of a gãmma carnera should be uniform
across the total inage area if it is to produce images

vEhich show accurately the dístribution of radioactivity-
Non-uniformity ( i - e- non-uniform sensitivity) usuall-y

nesults if the FMT outputs are not correctry balanced.

uniformitv should be checked periodicalry using a flood
source- In most modern Bemma câmeras, microprocessors are

used to correct for non-unifornities in the array of
detectors -

Spatial distort,ion-

ïn trausferring the image from the crystal to the
víewing screen, some points within the image may be moved.

with respect to each other, causing dístortion of the
size and shape of objects in the image- A gamma câm@s6

may be checked for spatial distortion using a test
object, i-n which there is a series of uniformry spaced

lines or holes¡ ãnd determining if the image also
exhibits uniform spacing- rn fact, a rarge percentage of
the non-unifomity just, discussed is caused by spat,ial
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di-stortion-

Spatial resolution

The spat,ial resolution of an imaging system is
defined as the ability of the system to resol-ve or
sepa:rate small objects which are close together- rt is
affected by the brur characteristics of the systenn, which

cause the image of an object point to be a cirere with
maximr.m intensity at the centre, decreasing graduatry

to¡r¡ards the periphery- Blurring is caused by such f,actors
as moti-on of the object (or patient) during the imaging

procedune, diffusion of light rqithin the crystal (whieh

is proportionar to c:rystar thickness), a''d unshaïpness

due to ttre finite size of the collimator holes- Blur and

resolution are inversely related-

Consider the profile of the image of a small

radioactíve source (for exarnpre, a drop of water

containing Tc-99m) in Fig-1-8- Generally, the size of the
image is expressed. as the diameter of a circle
positioned at hal-f the maximum int,ensity, ¡çhich

corresponds to the full-width at hal-f-maximu.m (Fwm{) of
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the profile, and may be used to measure the aqount of
blur in t'he system- since resolution is inversely related
to blur, this kind of measu:rement may be used to indicate
the resolvireg capabilitj-es of the system-
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Fig.l.B ProfíIe of the image of a snall
radioactive source.
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(v) PLAI{AR IMAGINC Al{D SPECT (McAir¡sh, i-986, Sorenson and

Phelps,1987)

Conventional nuclear medicine imaging is planar, i_n

the sense that the images are tvEo-dimensional project,ions

of three*dimensional distributions of radíoactivity-

While these images are certainJ_y useful, they have

limitations: in that information from all depths is
condensed and overl-aid- The image of a structu:re at a

given depth is obscured by the images of structures that,

are above and berow- There is, therefore, a ross of innage

contrast rnrhieh makes it diff,icult to distinguísh regional
changes in radionuclíde dist¡ributi-ons and. to nake an

accu¡rate evaluatior¡ of ttre shape, size and location of
body organs-

rn an attenrpt to gain some appreciation of three-
dimensionar structure, it is common practice to obtain
murtiple projections at different angles, for s¡amprê¡

posterior, anterior, rateral and. obl-ique projectioïrs -

However, the physician read.ing the images is then

required to combi-ne mentarry the different projections,
and decide the nature of the three-dimensionar
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distribution of radioactivity. while this approach is
successful- to a degree, it ís difficurt to apprecia.te

complex dist'ributions in this wãy, or to visual-ize deep-

lying organs, which wirr general-ry have many overlying
structures at alL angles-

Tomographic imaging is a nore satisfactory approach

to sorving the probrems described above- Tomographic

images are two-dimensionar representati-ons of structures
in a selected plane at a' given depth in a three-
dimensional object. X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT),

magneti-c resonance imaging (lffir ) and posítron emission

tomography (PET), all described earlier, are tomographic

techniques, as is SPECT- In the next section the
principles of SPECT will be dj-seussed-
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(c) PRINCIPLES oF SPECT

(Enelish and Brown, 1986, Sorenson and Phelps, lgBZ)

computed tomography techniques are based on rigorous
mathematical algorÍ-thms - Although X-nay CT j_s a

transmission technique, whil-e sPEcr is an emission

technique, the basic principles of both ane the s;rme-

(i) aEcoNsTRUclION OF IMAGES [:ROM PROJECTTONS

As the detecto¡r moves around the object, a set of
two-dimensional projection innages is acquired at angula.r

intervars specified by the operator- These projeetions
constitute the input data for the reconstruction process-

consider the simple case of a point sourrce embedded in a

three-di-mensional- object, Fig- L - g(a) - rf this is scanned

at a series of angles, a set of projections such as those

irrustrated in Fie- L - 9(b) are obtained- Al-though each

individual projection indicates the position of the point
source, ín a direction parallel to the projectiono the
source courd be anywhere arong the line perpendicular to
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the projection- As a first approximation, the information
fron each projection i-s projected back acïoss the whole

image (Fig-1-9(c)), i-e- eacÏ¡ point in the original
object plans, which contributes to the projection, is
assigned an equal varue. The resur-ting bacþrrojection is
added to the bacþrrojections obtained from alr other
scans, to give an image of the object_

As shown in Fie- L - g(c), this image i-s considerably
brurred- By increasing the t,otal number of projections,
or decreasíng the angurar intervar, brurring may be

deereased- However, it is not eliminated, even with an

infinite number of projections, and so anothe¡r way to
improve the image quality must be forrnd.
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FiS.l- I Reconstrtlction of an image by

backprojection-



(a)PolNTSoURcE
EMBEDDED IN A
3-DIMENSIONAL
ORJECT

(b) To TLLUSTRATE HOW THE CAMERA
SCANS OBJECT, OBTAINING PROFILES
AT VARIOUS ANGLES

(c) BACKPROJECTION, AND SUPERPOSTTTON OF
PROFILES TO OBTAIN AN APPROXIMATION TO
THE ORIGINAL SOURCE DISTRIBUTION
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The bl-urring may be described (sorenson and ph.elps,

19BT) by the function L/r, if r represents the distance
from the point source- t{ow, the method just described for
obtaining an image is known as "l-inear superposition of
backp:rojections" or ISBP- t{athematically,

I,SBP = true ì_mage *< t/r (3)

where * rep¡resents convolution (Bnacewell, 1g6E) -

Then, by taking the Fourier transforms, equation (g)

becomes

F(ISBP) = F(true image) x F( I/r) (4)

si-nce convolution in the spatial domain and

murtiplieation in the frequeney domain are equivalent- By

rear:ranging (4) we obtain:

F(true image) - F(ISBP) /F.(l/r) (5)

Iüow

F(7/r) - L/f (6)
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arhere f = spatial frequency, so (5) may be rEritten as

F(true image) F(tsBP) x f (7)

The inverse Fourier transform of (7') yields

true image LSBP * e (8)

r'rhere g is some function in the spatial domain, which

undergoes Fourier transform to give f in the frequency

domain- Thus, ttr.ere are two equivalent Tdays to eriminate
the blur shown in Fie-x.-g(c)- The first method is to
convolwe each project,ion with a correction function on

"filter" e; the second is to obtain the Fourier
transforms of the projections, and then uurtipry every
frequency component by some factor ¡vhich is proportional
to the spatial frequency f.
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Filter functions-

The strape of the correction filter in both spatial
and frequency domains is shourn in Fig-1-10; it is often
caIled a râmtrl filter because of its shape in the

frequency domain- Fig-L-10 indicates that correction by

this method is equivalent to increasing the
representation of the higher spatiar frequencies in the

Fourier transform of the LSBP imag:e, which corresponds

with the praetical situation, since the suppression of
hish frequency information is a major contribution to
image blur-
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Fig- 1- 10 Shape of rarnp f ilter in frequency anfl

spatíal domains-
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The filter functions used, in practice, fall off at
hígh frequencies, to reduce the effects of excessive

amplif,icatior¡ of high frequency noise. Linear
superposition of these firtered backprojections
eliminates the 1/r bturríng, as illustrated in Fig-1-11-
rncreasing the nu-nber of projections further improwes the
image-

The kinds

sof t¡qare, used

II(d) {iv}.

of

in

filters available to ttre ¡recor¡struetior¡

this work, are desc¡ribed in section

Windows -

The namp filter alone cannot be used in routine lovr-

count sPEcr examinations, since it incrudes the high-
frequency noise ín eaeh project,ion- Í{hi1e this might be

satisfactory if each projecti-on was to represent mil-rions
of counts, sPEcr data, reconstructed r¡sing only a ramp

filter, exhibits overwhetming noise artifacts-

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the ¡amp is
mu]-tipried by a window function- The resurtíng function,
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which is truncated at hi-eh frequenci-es, is used in the
reconstruct,ion process - The cut-off f requency of a ¡sindovq

function may be a.ltered, permitting the user to suppress

selected high f requency components in the da.ta as

required- Howeve:r, the inclusion of the lower frequency,

background components of, the image data is essential-
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Fig- L - 1-L tinear superposition of f il_tered

backprojections .
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SCAN PROFILES
AFTER APPLICATION
OF RAMP FILTER

(a) LINEAR SUPERPOSITION OF FTLTERED
BACKPROJECTIONS

(b) EFFECT OF TNCREASTNG THE NUMBER OF SCAN
PROFILES

a

o
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Sa¡epl-ine-

Tlae resolution in the reconstructed image is largely
determined by, the rinear and angurar sanpli-ng i_ntervals,
t'he cut-off frequency of, ttre cornection filter, and. the
detect,or resolution -

,å.ccording to the sampli-ng theorem (Bnacewerl, 1965),

the highest spatiaJ- frequency to be obtained must be

sampled at reast twi-ce per cycle. rmage art,if acts ( see

next section), hnown as al-iasinÉ, resurt, from samplíng

less often-

A compnomise situation exists between detector
resorution and filter cut-off frequency, as the limiting
resolution iu the final image is determined by the lower

of the t¡ro. The sampling interval should be selected only
after this limiting resolution is establ_ished_
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(ii) åRTIFACTS

Artifaets are defined as being those parts of an

innage which do not exist in the original source

distribution (English and Brown, 1986), and have many

cau.Ses _

rn SPECT imaging, performance standards rçkrích may be

acceptable in pì-anarr imaging, may be the source of
serious artifacts - hence the emphasis in tFre preceding

discussion Gn suppression of noise- A gãmma câmera

suitable for SPECT imaging must have linearity to within
0-5 mm across the camera face, and uni-formity of L to z%.

The reasons for these stringent standards become

apparent, uBon consideratíon of a slight defect in the
detector's field of view, nesulting in an area of reduced.

counts- !{hen this is tracked through a comprete s60

degree rotation and reconstructed, a circul-ar path of
decreased counts resurts, and appears in the final image

as a ring-shaped artifact- The significance of these

a:rtifacts is greater at the centre of the reconstructed

image than on the periphery, since there are fewer pixels

in each increment owe¡r which t,o di-stribute the d.efect -
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The influence of these uniformity artif,acts may be

reduced, by correcting the planar projectíons with
correction floods having very high counts (of the order
of 30 ¡oillion counts - giving a stand.ard. deviation of
around l%).

Misaligrrment of the centre of rotation of the eiãmma

cåmera pEilr cause mísplacement of counts in pixels in the
image, rvhich may then indicate "hot" spots in areas ¡qhich

are, in fact, "cord" - This problem unay be caused by

mechanical degnadation in ttre gantry, movements of the
crystal- ¡vithin the detector head, or shifts in the origin
of the gãmma camera coordinate system. It nay be avoided

by routine monitoring of these parameters, forrowed by

adjustments when necessary-

Successful SPECT imaging requires that the
performance eharacteristics of the system, be subject to
a r5-gorous quality control progrâm, aecompanied by

thorough maintenãr¡ce- The ca*era system emproyed in this
work is checked dairy; tests include optical calibration
of the photomultiplier tube gains and. tests of frood
uniformity- rn addition, weekly tests of linearity,
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spätiar resoluti-on and centre of rotation are perforned.,

and sensitivity üraps for Tc-99m are rer¡ewed at least
every two weeks-
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The aim of quantitati-ve sPEcr imaging, summarized by

Floyd et al, (Lg86), is to deter¡oine the concentration of
photon-emitt'ing radiopha¡rmaceutical insid.e a bodyr or
body orga¡r, by measuring the photon frux outside the
body- However, ttre:re are many obstacres to be surmou¡rted

before this aim is rearised- A major physicar probtrern is
posed by co¡rection fo¡r the interaction of photons with
matter, and it is in this area that this work has been

concentrated-

Let us consíder the kinds of problems which may aríse
as a resurt of this interaction. Between the enission
source within the object and arrival at the detector,
photons are rost this process is carred attenuation-
secondly, photons may an:rive at the d.etecto:r in such a

way as to be farsely positioned in the image - this is
due to scatter in the material between the emission

source and the detector- Eoth attenuation and scatter
arise from the kind of int,eractions røhich can occur

betrseen art high erreïgy photons (such as gaüuna rays) and
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atons, Ð.ucl-ei and e]_ectrons, and which resul-t in a

transf er of energ'y f rom the photon to matter. The

ínteractions may be viewed as simpre "co]-risions" betrqeen

the pkroton and a target atom, nucreus or erectron- As a

resurt of these coll-isions, el-ectrons may be e jected and

go on to cause ttre ionization effects which are used to
detect high eïrergy Btrotons, and. which cause radio-
biological effects.

There are many Bossible interacti_ons between photons

and matter; So:renson and FheJ-ps (I"987) suggest nine,
çrk¡ile Eeck (1982) quotes tr,qelve- [Ioweven, only three are

di-rectly relevant to nucl-e.ar rnedicine:

(1) the photoerectnic effect is an atomic absorption
process - An a.tom compl_etely absorbs the energy of an

incident photon, which then disappears. As a result of
absorbing this energy, an orbital erectron (carl-ed a

photoelectron) is ejected from the atom-

(2) connpton scattering is the narne given to a coll-ision
between a photon, and a loosery bound outer shel-l orbital
elect,:ron, The interaction eay be considered as a

corlision bettseen a photon and a "free" electron, because

the photon energy is so much greater than the bind.ing
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energy of t'he el-ectron- .A.s a resurt of the corlision, the
photon loses Bart of its energ'y to the electron, which

then recoirs, and the photon is defrected frona its
original path.

(3) pair production is caused by interactíor¡ of tt¡e
photon with the erectri-c fiel-d of a charged particle,
usually an atomic nucleus. As in the photoelectric
effect, the photon disappears, but in this case its
energy is used to create a positive-negative electron
pair- occasiona.lry, pair production may oecur near an

electron, wkrich receives enerrry from the photon and is
ejected from the atom. This is then termed tripret
product,ion-

The prohability of occurrence of any one of these

three kinds of inte:raction depends on the energy of the
incident photon- Uf¡ to approxi_mately S0 keV, the
photoerectric effect is the most prevalent, and then

compton scattering becomes significant- Between

approximatery 100 kev and 2 Mev, compton scattering is
most prevalent in tissue- For pair production to t,ake

place, the photon nust have an energy of at least L-Az

Mev, although this only gains importance fon energies
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I(b)(i), the photon

ofafewhrrnd¡e¿

listed bel-ow:

RADTOISOTOPE

Ga-67

Tc-99m

I-123

ï-13L
'Tt-201

T4

fn nuclear medicine, ês mentioned in

energi-es typicatr-Iy are of tk¡e order

keV, as illust,rated by ttre examples

PRINCIPLE PHOTON ET{ERGY
(keV )

92, LB4 ,299, 393

140

1-59

284, 364, 637 ,723

135, X.66

The pnobability of oceunrence may also depend or¡ the
atomic nunber, Z, of the mediunr through which the photon

passes- rn general, the pnobabilÍ-ty of a photoelectric
interaction depends orl zt , and it is therefore more

likely to occur in material-s of high atomic number, such

as bone- The probability of compton scattering is al¡nost,

independent of atomie number, although it depends very
strongly on the el-ectron density of the medium- The

probability of pair Broduction varies in an almost li-near
fashion with the atomic number of the medi,rn; in soft
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tissue, it makes up onl-y a smarr fraction of the
interactions of photons with energies betçreen 1-02 Mev

and L0 t{eV-

The relative ímportance of these three interactions,
with respect to atomic number and photon energy, are

sn-umarized in Fig-]--]-2- The lines shor+ atomic numbers and

photon energies at vEhich adjacent effects are equalry
probable-

These are the basic interactions which occur bet¡veen

photons a¡rd matter- rn general, energy is transferred
from the photon to matter via a series of these
interactions, such as i-n Fig-1--L3- rt is as a nesul-t of
such interactions that scatten and attenuation occur in
nucl-ear medicine imaging- Each interaction produces

seeondary photons and/or electrons, which are u.ltimately
responsible for the deposition of energy (by ionization
and excitation) in matter.
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Fig. L-]-2 Relative importance of photoerectric effect,
Compton effect, ãnd pair production.
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Fig-1.13 A possible sequence of interactions of a

photon, passing through matter_
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(1) SCATTER

What is scatter?

As already mentioned, the Bamma photon may interact
with an electron in any of three ways. rn tissue-l-ike
materials, at t'he energies typicalry encountered in
nucrear medicine, it, is most probabre that the
interaction ¡sill- be compton (or incoherent) scattering-
The process is nerned after A-H-Compton who published the
first accurater qüentum-mechanical descript,ion of this
interaction (1923) - He made the ¿55rrmption that the
scattering process may be considered as an erastic
corrision between a photon a¡d a free er-ectron, with
energ'y and momentum being conserved in the collision-

As a resurt of a compton collision some of the photon

energy is transferned to aII erectron and some is
scattered, the amounts of each dependíng on the angre at
¡,rhich the scattered photon is emitted, and the incident
energy of the photon- A compton colrision is shown in
Fis. 7 -L4.
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Fig-1-14 Bepresentation of a Conopton col-Iision_
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Energy is conserved in

B3

the collision so:

hì), = h1,-E (e)

i-e- the scattered photons have

incider¡t photons.

less energy than the

rf t'tre incident photon makes a direct hit on the
electron, the recoil erectron travers straight fomqard (p

= 0o ) and the scattered photon emerges ¡qith a = 180" - in
this case the energy transferred to the erectron is
maximr¡m, while that transferred to the photon is minimum-

If the íncident photon makes a glancing hit on the
electron, the electron recoils with B ^, 90" and the
scattered photon emerges al¡nost in the forward di¡rection
(a È O" ) - In this tfpe of collision the scattered
photon emerges with almost all of the eneïey of the
incident photon, r,vhile ttre recoil electron emerges with
armost no energy- These are the extreme cases - crearly,
all kir¡ds of íntermediate corlisions, with the electron
and photon emerging with different proportions of the
enerÊ:y of, the i-ncident ptroton, are possible- A simple
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expressirrf cai'L be deri-wed for the ener¡gy l_oss, &5 å
fr.¡nc-Líon of scattelring angle;

E = hc/ t l^cos¿r ),tr ,= {1û}

w}aeye-|. = h,1rnc = 2-rú x l-û-rz *l ís the Compton

çr¡lreIeng'¿]t

3r = û-fií¿Ë ï 1û-34 .fs is Fl_anck's constaylt

El = 9- 1û$ :i 1û-31 i<g ås the el-eatrcn yest rús.ss

end c::2-9Ð8 x L.û8 nr/s is -Lhe speed crf, liglrt i.n a

vaeliun'll -

{Eisherg¡ and Eesnick, 1_974}

The l'robaÌ:iÌ.íty of this ki-nd. of cctrl-ision is alm+st

i:edepencierr-1, of ¿rtomic nr¡mber, and. clec:reases as -1,1-¡.e pho-bon

errergy i-ncreases -

I,Jirat_j;_lhe__eflÊçt Ëf scatter?

Ëva.l-uati cn of equatian ( 1$ ) for an i-nciderrt garûì.&a ray
plaotor¡ of e;;"erg:y 140 keY, a*d scäì-"'reÍed iÏ'nrough 4F',
reveal-s th,at thç eroerging photon will- h,ar¡e an energ-y of
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approximately 130 kev- This photon is very likely to be

accepted by the PHA, and to be ineluded in the finar
sPEcr image- Thus, the effect of scatter is to incrude

extra photons in the final image, and to alter the
distribution of energies of radiation striking the
detector-

The amount of scatter depends on many factors,
including the source distribution, the shape of the
scattering materiar, the dist,ance betvreen the scattering
materiar and the detector, the size of the energy wÍndow,

and its position on ùhe photopeak-

The energy resolution of the detector is a'

particularly impont,ant factor, in that the scintill_atíon
detectors which are generarly used have poor enerÉgz

resolution, with the result ttrat the number of
scattered counts c€ul be as mueh as 50ix of the totar
eollected in sPEcr. A possible clinicar implication is
that a cord region deep ¡¡ithin a patient may be observed

as being radioaetive, with up to 5096 of the actiwity
observed in neighbouring regions, This effeet has been

observed by many investigators using phantoms, for
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exãmple, Heller and Goodwin, (1gST)

As the photon enerry decrea.ses, the scattered photon

retains a progressi-vely larger proportion of the incident
plroton energy. .As the depth of the source within a

scattering medium increases, so does the ratio of
scattered to primary photons in the photopeak- The

presence of these scattered photons adds a structured.
background to the projection images, with the resurt that
lesion contrast and spatiar resorution are d.ecreased.,

making it more dif f icult not only to det,ect the resÍ_ons,

but also t,o locate the lesion border-

For accurate quantification in spECT, it, is important
to hnow the contour of the org¿ur or lesion rrnds¡ study_

Therefore scattered radiation ís clearry one of the major

faetors ¡Ehich nust be overcome, if quantit,ative spEcr Ís
to become a real-iÈy. This is discussed in I(e)(i)-
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(ii) ATTENUATION (Sorenson and Phe]-ps, 198?)

What is attenuation?

When a photon passes through matter, the probability

that it wiII undergo ã?ì interaction, such as a

photoelectrie interaction, and be removed from th.e beam,

depends on the energy of the photon, and the thickness

and composition of the matter through which it passes.

We eonsider a monoenerrgetic photon be¡m, traversing a

distance x of absorber, composed of a single element of
atomic number z- onry those photons which emerge from the

ahsorber without intenacting witl be detected. fn
conditions of narrow beam geometry, the intensity, I", of
the transmitted photon beam is given by:

Ïx = Ioe-trx (11)

¡vhere Io = intensity recorded in absence of the absorbing

material

linear attenuation coefficient of the

absorber at the energy of the photon beem-

¡r=
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This equation governs the re]-ati-onshi-p between

attenuation and distance (i-e- the greater the distance
tnaversed, the greater the probabirity that a gi-ven

photon will interact, and be nemoved. from tFre beam)-

Ho¡Eever, äs mentioned above, the attenuati-on is al-so

re]ated to the absorbing material and the photon energ-y_

Now, at rower photon energies, such as those used. in
sPEcr imaging, the attenuation coefficient is greate:r

ttran at higher energies- rn addition, at the range of
energies used in nuclear medicine, the predominant

interaction of photons passing through material havÍng

7' < 20 (such as body tissue) is compton scatter- Also, trü€

have assu.ned tkrat "nar.rotv beam" conditiorrs Brevail, which

is certainly the case for ttre individual narrow holes in
the corrimator, but is not true for the col-rimator in its
entirety. rf the combined effects of all the narrow h.oles

in the collimator are considered, "broad beam" cond.itions

are a closer rrepresentation of the pract,ical situation_
so there is, in fact, a very noticeabl-e amount of
scattering in the material surrounding the radiation
source-

Thus, while corrections must be made for both
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attenuation and scatter, it is
accurately eonpensate fon scattering

rnore important

of radiation-
to

What is the effect of attenuation?

since the same images could be obtained from a strong
source x, attenuated by a distance x, and a weak source

Y, attenuated by a shorter dÍstance yt radionuctide
images, including sPEcr images, contain some ambiguity-
They tend to mix informat,i-on regarding the distribution
of radioactivity, ¡sith information regarding the
distribut,ion of the attenuating medium-

The effect of attenuation is illustrated by Fig-1.1s,
which is an image of a uniforno "frood" phantom,

reconstructed without any correction for attenuation_
Beneath the image is a Blot of the measured concentration
of activity, along a horizontar 1ine, through the centre
of the cylindricar souïce- rn the míddre of the graph, a
very marked decrea.se, caused by a ross of information due

to attenuation and scattering, is indicated. This
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Fig-1-15 Transaxial slice th:rough a "flood" phantom, with
corresponding count profire, along a li-ne through the

centre.
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decrease nakes it difficult to obtain, from spEcr images,

accurate quantitative information on radiotracer uptake-

This redueti-on i-n count,s can lead to problems when

sPEcr is used clinicarly; physicians are often faced r,rith
a decision as to whether a cournt reductÍon is caused by

attenuation, or by redr¡ced deposÍ-tion of activity- tesion
contrast is reduced, making it difficult to d.etect small_

or deep lesions, or there may be a deformation in the
perceived volume, vqhich m;.tr<es it, dÍfficurt to eval-uate

the size of a lesion-

There are severar otFrer problems associated with
quantitative SPECT imaging, for example, poor spatia.I

resolution, the partial volume effect and image noj_se-

This work focusses oTt the area of scatter and

attenuatior¡ compensation, therefore the discussion in
thi-s section has been restricted to cover only these

areas.
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(e) CORRECTIONS FOR SCATTER At{D ATTET{IIATION

(i) CoMPENSATTON FOR SCATIER

Br¡ reduced attenuation coefficient

Perkraps the simplest approaeh to scatter co¡rrection
is to assume that a fixed fract,ion of the attenuated
primary photons can be repraced by scattered ph.otons,

which behave like unattenuated photons (Jaszc,zelr' et, aI,
1-981). A reduced value for the rinear attenuation
coeff icíent is used in the attenuati-on correetion
algoritlms discussed later (I(e) (ii) ).

Er¡ use of averaAe scatter fractíon

To use this approach, define the scatter fraction,
sFavg, âs the ratio of scattered to unscattered photons

(Jaszczak et al, 1984a)- Then a first orde.n cÕmpensation

is possibJ-e, by assnnring that the scatter fraction does

not vary aeross the sectionar images, or that if it does,

even large variations in the varue of sFavg cause onry
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small- er¡ors in quantificatÍon of
study (Jaszczak et al, 1985a).

the parameter under

A varue for average scatter fraction may be obtained.

experimentally, analytically (Jaszczak et al, 1gg5b) or
fro¡n Monte ca:rlo simulations (MangJ-os et ar, LgB?; Froyd

et ã1, 1984; Floyd et al, i_g8?) ar¡d may be r¡sed to
correct quantitative neasurements of the eontrast
(diser¡ssed in sections r(h)(iv) and rrr(f ) ) of a lesion
inage, and to obtain the uptaks ratio Cobj of a

radionuclide. The uptake ratio is defíned as (As - Or )/Ou

where Qe ís the radionuclide concentration in a horrow

sphere, located in a cylinder q¡hictr contains a uniform
souree dist'ri-bution of concent,ration eu - A more accurate
estimate of uptake ratio, using the scatter fraction, ís
obtained from the equ.ation (Jaszczak et al_, lg8Sa):

Cobj = (Cinage /CFavS ) (l+SFavg ) (12)

where Cinage

CFavg

SPECT neasured image contrast for lesion
contrast loss factor due to ttre system, s

spatial resolution
reciprocal of the recovery coefficient
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SFavg = estinated val-ue for average scatter
fractior¡ in reconstructed SPECT image

end the recovery coeffieíent is the ratio of the appa.rent

c<¡ncentration of activity to the true concentration of,

activity in a speci_fied test object or lesion.

Use of, the average scatter fraction, in this wâV, can

improve $PEcr q-uantification of concentration rati_os
(Jaszczak et ä1, 1985b), but is flawed in the assumption

of a uni-form seatter image- rn far:t, the sc.atter image

has a stnuctu:re of it,s owïr, and so the absolute
concent¡ration of a radionucl-ide cannot be accurately
obtained in this way-

Photons which undergo compton scattering, lose energy

at each successive scattering event, so it wourd seem

that a reduction in the number of scattered photons

detected coul-d be achieved, by using an,aryzer wind.o¡Es

asymmetrÍ-calry hieh on the photopeak (i.e- the rower

energy cut-off is croser to the photopeak central ene.rgy

than the higher energy cut-off ) , or narroT,qetr rsindorn¡s
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af , 1983)- However, many scatt,ered photons do

not l-ose enough errergy to be excruded by this t¡rpe of
energy window, and the energy resorution of a Nar(Tr)
gamrna cannera. i-s suffícientl_y poor (*10 to LZ%) that true
photopeak counts ¡vill be excluded- Nonetheless, several
investigators (King et al, LgBS; teweJ-J_en, tgg?; La

Fontaj-ne et al, 1983) trave noted improvement in resion
contrast and edge defini-tion due to the use of asymmetric

windows, while c¡roft et al, (1g8z), investigated the r¡se

of narro!ü energy wj-ndo¡ss. Grahem et al, (LgB6), attenpted
to quantify the degree of asymmetry which produced ?s to
100:6 of the 6¿¡i6rm innprovement i-n resol-ution, but arso

noted that off-peak imaging produced flood non-uniformity
to a¡r extent which rvas unacceptabre for spECT, since it
çrould lead to artifacts ín the reconstructed images. They

found that fai-rry smarl degrees of as¡rrnnnetry, in the
enerry window, offered the greatest improvement in
cont:rast and spatial resolution, and suggested tt¡at using
highly asymmetric windows would not ¡result in
proportionately greater benefits and might, in fact,
cause other probrems due t,o a marked decrease in the
detectabl-e count-rate. Ilerrer and Goodwin, (1g8z),

suggest acguiring a-n energy trrap, using a uniform scatter
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medium, as a method to help retain energy uniformity, if
this techniq.ue is used wi-th patient studies- Elowever,

they also note that since the scatter distiributíon
ehanges wj-th angle, so noay the uniformity.

By subtracti-on ( and use of, seconda¡rr¡ windo¡ss I

Thi-s method was proposed by Jaszczak et ar (1gg4b)-

The assumption is that a scatter image reconstructed from

events corrected in a secondary energy window, at an

energy less than the photopeak energ'yr üäy be considered

to be a. -reasonabl-e approximation to the scatter component

of the image, reconstructed wittr data col-rected in the
photoBea.k energy window- rn practice, two sets of images

are reconstructed and a fraction of the secondary

(scatter) image is then subtracted from the phot,opeak

image- Alternatively, a fraction of the projection data

obtaíned using the secondary window, may be subtracted
from the projection dat,a obtained using the photopeak

wi-ndow- The process may be s 'mmarized by an equation; if

fseat = image reconstructed using the

windo¡q

lower energ'y
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Ipp = inage reconstructed using
and Icorr = conpensated image, then

pÌlotoIleak window

trcorr =IpB -klscat (13)

whene k = a fraction, the value of which has to be

determined experimentax-ry for a given system, sueh that
the procedure is optimised for the specific group of
source geometries and window settings being used_

In this study (Jaszczak et al, 1g84b), the photopeak

window r,Eas centred at L40 kev, and the windo¡E width was

such that energies from r27 to 1sB kev were Íncluded- The

secondary window, for eorrecting scattered events,
braeketed energies from gz to i-25 kev. Technetiu'n-ggm

rine source and phantom data were obtained, ând. it ¡Eas

f,ound that k should be 0.5. rmprovements in contrast,
even for small-er lesions, and. increased sharpness of
lesion edges, were also noted. rt rqas found that, tb¡.is

tJrpe of procedure ¡+as easy to inprennent,, arthough the
ar¡.thors do point out that an optimum value for k must be

determined for each systenn and set of source geometries-
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Axelsson et aI, (1984), al_so propose a subtraction
teckurique, but estimate the scatter eor¡tribution from the
measured data, âs a. convorut,ion of the mea.su.red

p:ro jection data ¡vith an exponential function, the
para-meters of which are determined experimentalJ_y- This
seatter distribution is then subtraeted from the original
projection data, and impnoved contrast is noted, provided.

tlr.e source is not at the edge or centre of, the ptrantom-

Bv deconvolution

The technique just referred to, of Axelsson et aI,
(1984), basically has two stages- These are: a

convolution to obtain an estimate of the scatten,
folrowed. by a subtraction of the estinate from the
acquired projections. A similar teclrnique is proposed by

Froyd et al, (1985), except that: (a) scatter is moderred

by a convolution of the non-scattered projection data and

an exponentiar function, (b) the parameter values of the
exponential function a¡re determined from a Honte Carlo
simuration, and (c) the finar stage, which is termed a

"deconvoruti-on", is performed on the totar projections as

a modification of. the nornaltr-y used backprojection
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fil-te:r. using this method, contrast improvement is
reported. However, this argorithn does not reduce

interprane scatter to do this wour-d require a furr
three-dimensionar reconstruction with a two-dimensional

deconvol-ution at each anguJ-ar projection.
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(ii ) COT{PENSATION E'OR ATTENTIATION.

By correcting sPEcr images for attenuation, it is
possible to improve the capabil-i-ty to perfonm a

qualitative comparison, of the distribution of
radioisotope in the innages- However, image contrast and

edge definition are not improved- This is beeause the
attenuatj-on of photons in eaeh projection tends t,o
inc:rease the system noise during the backprojection
procedure, while the revel-s of the ]-esion and the
backgnound are reduced by the same rat,io (Heller and

Goodwin, L987)- The more fundementar problem is actual_J_y

scatter of, radiation, and idearly this probrem must be

sol-ved first- since severar of the techníques proposed

and tcied for scatter compensation have arready been

discussed, a selection of those used to compensate for
attenuation ¡Eilr no¡E be described, fol_lowed by some more

recent, and nore etr_aborate, techniques proposed to
compensate for scatter, attenuation and other f,actors
within the sene algorithm_
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There are three main categories of attenuation
correction algoritk¡rn (Gullberg et a1, lgBB):
(1)Freprocessing correction - projection data are first
modified to correct for attenuation, ther¡ a

reconstruction algoritkrm is applied-
(2)Intrinsic correction a specially designed

reconstruction algorithm corrects for attenuation.
(3)Postprocessing correction - the image is reconstructed
and then eaeh pixer varue is modifíed relative to an

average attenuation factor-

sorenson, (1974), gives a postcorrectior¡ approacll,

appJ-ying a h¡r¡rerbolic sine correction to the geometric

mean of opposing projectiorr.s. Assumingi that the
administered radioactivity is distributed uníformrjr in an

absorbing mediu'rr of constant attenuation ¡r, and that a

measured pnojection ray travers through a di_stance t of
absorber, along ¡shich the el-ement of length fL h,as a

constant source strength, then a corrected projection
ueasurement at angle 0 and late:ral Bosition x is given

by:
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¡lcorr (x,6) = pgcom {x,0}.¡rfl-. e¡r1 /z /?sirúr{,ufl-/2,) ( 14 )

where pdcom (x,0 ) is the geometrj_c

projections - (The geometri_c meã.ït is
the prodr¡et of opposing line integral

mean of, op¡rosi-ng

the square root of
mea.surements - )

Use of

by Kay and

projection

the ari-thmetic

Keys (l-975) - By

is given by:

¡nean (or average) is proposed

this metl¡od, the conrected

peorr (x,0) = 4parith (x,6)/(1+e-pl +2e-FI ) (15)

chang (x978) proposes a post-correcti-on ¡aethod, in
¡shich t'he image is f irst reconstructed r,sithout

attenuation co.nrection, amd then each pixer ís ¡nurtipl_ied

by the following correction factor:

C(x,y) = tfln iËf exp(-pl(x,y,0i )l-r (16)

where l(x,y,ei ) is tl¡.e distance from the point (x,y) to
the boundary of the attenuating mate¡iar arong the
projection râg, at the angle perpendicular to the
detector and traversing the point (x,y).
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This eorrection factor is the inverse of the averaged

measured attenuation of a souree at the point (x,y), and

mav be modified by integra.ting the distribution arong

the lines 1(x,y, Bi ), if th^e true distribution of,

attenuatíng materi-al- is kn6¡ss-

There are many other ite:rative methods for performing

attenuation correction, and they do produce more

accurate sesul-ts, but wittr the disadvantage of requíring
longer computing ti¡nes - rterative ¡oethods have the
advantage, also, of being able to use an "exact"

attenuati-on distribution (such as may be obtained from a
cr scan of the sãme cross- section), instead of the tnore

generarly used el-lipsoidar shapes, with aïr assr¡med

uniform attenuation coefficient inside the ellipse
(Moore, 1982).

Bailey et al, ( 1971) , describe a met}lod for
performing transmission tomography, using a radionucride
f lood source attached to a rotating gâmnìa cârrrsy.¿. The

studies are performed simultaneousry, using different
radionuelides for the emission and transmission studies,
separation being by purse height energy discri¡nination.
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The rabell-ed tracer is the higher eneïgy rad.ionuclide
(Tc-99n), so the conventionar sPEcr study is unaffected
by scatte:r- The transmission radíonucríde (Gd-158) is in
a flood tank fixed to the cãmera Ïread, so that the
patient is arways between the uncorl-imated transnission
source and canrera head as it rotates- Two sets of, images

are obtained the usua.r emi-ssion scan from the upper

photopeak ¡sindow, and the image from the rower energy

windo¡+ containing the traasmission scan, d.egraded by

scatter f,rom the administered radiotracer- The scatter
image is predícted from the enission scarì., using earlie:r
work by the s;rme authors, and subtracted f rom the
degraded lower energy ínnage- rt is possibre, using thi-s
teclutique, to determi-ne accuratery the values of the
linear attenuation coefficient, for each voxel- ¡rithin the
fierd of view- The degree of error introduced by using
the two radionucl-ides was not completery assessed,

horqever -

Axelsson et aI, (198?), report on a multiplicative
argebraic technique to account for both attenuation and

seatter. They estimate tk¡e scatter contribution, by

convoJ-ving the ¡neasured projection data with a. seatter
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distribution function, obtained from measurements of line
spread functions- The scatter component is then
subt¡racted from the measured projection data, and the
result is used as input for the attenuation correction.
Attenuat,ion correction is wia a two-stage procedune

comprising a simple pre-reconstruction correction, AT1,

and a m.ore advanced post-reconstructionn AT2; the ai-¡n

being that the user should be able to choose the ress

a.ccurateo but faste¡r, pre-ïeconsùruction stage for
routine qualitative imaging, and the more time-consuming

post-reconstruction stage onry in certaì-n special- eases -

rt ¡sas fou¡rd that quantif,ication accurra.cy and contra.st

were both imBroved when AT2 was used, rather than just
AT1- However, the best results rdere obtained when ttre

scattered radiation was treated compretery separately,
and subtracted bef ore attenuation comection and

reeonstruction Eirere performed-

Floyd et â1, (L986),

a.IgorÍthnn, which performs

seatter, attenuation and

algoríthin uses physical

acquisitj-on apparatus (e.e-

use arr inverse Monte Carlo

simultaneous eonpensati_on for
collimator divergence- The

eharacteristies of the

energy window setting, system
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e&ergy and spatial resolutiorl ä"'d radius of rotation),
and of the body (e-g- contour and density), to moder the
system and estimate the source distribution- rn this way

the necessity for empiricar parameters, such as

at'tenuation coef f icient and scatter f ractior¡, is
e]-imi-nated- [{hen compared +¡ith fil-tered backprojecticnn

tl¡e inverse Monte carl-o produced results with less noise
and better resolution, the most dramatic i-mprowement

being in studies with few photon events- This is
irnportant since crinícar $PECT studies tend to have few

counts - The main disadvantage is in tk¡e inc¡reased

computer time necessary to const-nuct en image; using a.

VAX- 1L/780 minicomputer, elinical images r^rere produced. in
twenty five hours, whire in eurrent routine clinical_
sPEcr srices can be produced in a natter of seconds-

flowever, Bre]-iminary investigations by this group

indicated that signif icant improvements F¡e¡re possible,
and that, these ¡qould hel-p to make inverse Monte carlo
cIínically useful as a SPECT reconstruction algorithm-
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(f ì PT,RPOSE OF TEIS RESEARCH

A numbes of methods designed to compensate for the
effects of, scatter and attenuati-on have been outlined in
section ï(e) - A serection of these witt be evaruated,

using an Elscint Ecr system, ín terms of their effect on

image quality and their ease of irnprementation. rf
possible, a protocor wÍII be developed which produces

measurable innBrovement of image contrast and measured

size, within a crinically realistie time-span (of the
order of nni-nutes/hours) - The correction methods to be

tested are as folloç¡s -

scatter correction hy using a selection of sizes of
symmetric photopeak energy windo¡¡s, and by using a

eonstant-width energ'y wi¡rdow positioned asymmetrically at
different rocations on the photopeak, will be performed-

rn addition, scatter images, reconstructed using data

acquired separately on the Compton peãk, wi-II be

subtracted from the photopeak j.mages 
-
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Atter¡uation correetion is penformed post-

reconstruction by using thang's correction, carcurated by

the computer vrith an experimentally determined varue of
attenua.tion coefficient- To do this, a nethod for
ohtaining, reproducibly, the appropriate attenuation
coefficient must be developed-
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CEAPTER II EQI'IPI{ENT
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(a) THE PIIANToff

"Ihe pkrareiom used. f or ttrris çrork ís s.hror,*nn i-n

lråg-Z-i(a) - It is cylind:råca.!_ in shape, ZÐ cnß ín Ì-engtl.a

ax¡d. irr diamebe:r, and made from plexigJ-ass; sislce i'¿ ís
hol-l-ow, it naay be fíl-ted ''råth r+a.ter *cn-Lai-ni-Þg a quantiÈ$.-

of, radioisotnBe- ûne half of, the phantoru is empiy of
internal- s-bructurcl (as shov.rit) and may therefo:'-.e be used

to .reconst:ruct "flood" images- TT'¡.e other half co*.tains
prexiglass rods of varyi-ng eiie¡aetern ]-oca'c.ed at warying

distances fsom tlr.e cen-L¡ie of, tlae phantcn, as sT:or,¡-".r in
F åS" f - L {b } ; the plexigJ-ass rods rmi-rui_c the be}:.awiou.r of
col-d lesiorts irz briol-ogical tissue - Transaxial slices,
reccnstrllc'¿ed using data. f rsr¡n this section of the
phantom, wj.ll contain i-mages of these rorls Lìr lesions_

Ðu:ii-ng ECT scã.rls, the phantom t,ra.s suppo:ited on a.

speeially cr:rrstn:ectecå t.rolley, Ïrarrireg a systen of sjcrei,ifs

and sÌ,.ådi-ng meehanisr¡rs io perraåi, verti-cal- and rateral-
ad jus'cment, - Ir:. adciitioir, th.e t:rolley niade Bossi-ble

regrrod.ucJ-Ï.ri-inty *f the phantora pcsitS_<ln-
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Fie-2.1(a) The phantom - l-ongitudinal view.
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Plexiglass ¡od.s(cold lesions)



I t/j,

Fåg- 2 - 1( b ) The plaantorrr - transe:<j_al_ vi_er,l, tc

illi¡steate internal structute



t.15

L9/80

Plexiglass rods
(cold lesions)

0
L6/so

Ç,,
o

1o/80

30 /so

Meaning of nt¡rnbers x/l :

x indícates lesion diameÈer ín mm
y indicates radial distance of lesion

from centre of phantom in mm
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(b) THE RADTOISOTOPE

Before each scan, tkle phantom was f irred with a¡ater

containing tecluretium ggm- Tt-e principal emission of this
radioisotope is a gamma ray having an eneïgy of 140 kev-

A more detailed description of Tc-ggm is given in section
I(b)(i), and wi-l-I not be repeated here-
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(cl THE SYìSIEH HARDIIARE

The system used in this reseanch is the Erscint Ecr-

This consists of a rarge fierd of view detector head

mounted on a :rotating gar¡try, with the keyboard, monitors

and data processing and stonage systenn rocated on a
separate oBerator's console-

Ttre detector fíeld of view is 1S-?" and the lüaI(Tl)
crvstal- is 3/8* thick- The erystal is viewed. by sZ

photomultiplier tubes each with a diameter of 9,,. The

gains of the photomulti-pJ-ier tubes and their associated

circuítry are maintained, by a tuning system, at ttre
varues which existed when the correction maps (to be

discussed later) were obtained. The detector head is
free to move in three directions- The rotating gantry is
free to rotate clockwise or eounter-clockrvise; it has an

aperture of 600 mm diameter.

The cent:raI memory of the computer system stores the
correction maps which are needed during acquisiti_on, the
softrvare which controls tFre data acquisition, and the
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data acqreired- rn addition, th.ene is a f ixed disk
storage, for the correction naps whieh are not being
used, the sof,tçra.re required to operate the system, and

for acquired inages- Data and reconstructed. images may

also be stoned on floppy disks.
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(d) OPERATION OF TEE SYSTE}I

(i) ECT Då,TA ACST'ISITION

The camera rotates about an axis, generarry rocated

orì the rongitudinal- axis of ttre patient's body, whil_e

projections are a.cquired at specified angles of rotation-
-any angular range of rotation from lB0 to s60 d.egrees,

and acquisition ir¡tervals of 1, 2, B, 4, 6 and g

degrees¡ lnây be serected. The projections thus acquired.

produce a series of, two-dimensional profires, which are

reconstructed, using the filtered bacþ>rojection method,

to yiel-d a series of transaxial slices th:rough the
scanned object-

( 11¡ WORD TO BtrE EÏ.AMING

The parameters ¡.¡hictr characterize the digitar image

are the matrix size and the mode (byte or word) - The

matrix size defines the number and the size of the pixels
in the image, ãnd therefore the degree of spatial_ detail
rshich earl be displayed. rn nuclear medi-cine generally,
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matrix sizes range from 32 x 32 to íLZ x b1-2 pixers - rr¡

the Elscint BCT systeno, natrix sizes of 64 x 64 a¡rd l-28 x

128 a:re available- "Byte" and "word" mode are terus which

refer to the pi-xel- depth, that is, the naximuro nr.mber of
events wtrich may be recorded by each pixel- A pixel
depth of B bits can store 2s = 256 events, in r¿hich case

counts in the range from 0 to 255 can be stored, and any

a.dditional- events wirl- be disregarded- .4, pi-xer depth of
1-6 bits can store 2L6 = 65586 pieces of information, in
whi-ch case counts in the range fro¡n 0 to 65s3s can be

stored- Byte mode makes available, to each pixer, g bit,s
of memory, while word. mode ¡nakes avai-rabre I-6 bits of
memory.

After acquisition of a study in word mode, the data

is normarized to a highest pixer varue of zzo, with the
remainder of the study in proport,ion (word to byte
franing) - The value of 22t allows space for subsequent

corrections for sensitivity and variations in the
rotational motor speed-
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(lti) ECT DÀTA NONMALIZATION AND SENSITIVTTY CONRECTION

Ttre sof,tware incrr¡des a functíon whieh calcul_ates the
physiologicar hal-f-]-i-fe time (in minutes) of the i-sotope-

.å.f,ter corrections for angular velocity and isotope decay,

the number of counts ín the first and last frames wirl_ be

tk¡.e same- This process is calIed normalization_

As mentioned in section r (c), even verfy smarl- non-

unif or¡rities in tlr.e collimator wirl, af ten Ecr

reconstructi-on, give rise to ring artifacts- It is
therefore necessârjr, to perf,orm sensitivity correction,
on arr acquired data before ¡reconstruction- A frood (or
sensitivj-ty nap) is acquired with the sâme acquisition
par.ameters as those used for ECT d.ata, and is appried
during the normalization procedure-

(iv) ECT RECONSTRUCTION

Reconstruction is by the filtered backprojection
method and so a firter must be selected- Eight different
filte¡rs are avairable in t}le software of the system being

used, âs follows: Hanning, ButterçEorth, F[anp, Metz,
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wiener, shepp-togan, HammiÐ.g a:rd parzen- Detairs of these
fil-ters are to be found in texts such as those by pratt
(l-978), Blinchikoff and zverev (1976), and Ghirders and

Durling (1975), a¡rticres such as that by Budinger et al
(1979), and also in the papers by Shepp and togan (L9Z4),

and Ì{etz and Beck ( 1973 ) - fþç flammi¡¡g, parzen, shepp-

Logan and Ra-nop are defiaed, and may not be modified-
However, the Hanning and Euttervrorth filters may be

altered i-f this is required_

Eíg-Z-2 shows the characteristics of the Hanning

normal- fi]-ter- A ramp firter is sho¡rn fo:r comparison, ðs

it is the ideal to be used with an infinite number of
vie¡øs, each having perfect data- rn rearity, wê require a

filter which rol-Is off at high frequencies, and thís is
shown in the second graph. The third graph is the Fourier
transform of the filter-
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Fig-2.2 Characteristics of Hanning normal_ and Ranp

filters -
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CHAPTER IIT METHOD
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(a) ACOUISITION INFORIIATION

The phantom described earlier, containing water and

350 to 400 MBq of rc-99m was supported on the tror-rey and

leverled- rt r,üas positioned so that the axis of the
phantom was arong the axis of rotation of the ca¡nera- The

c¡lmera head and gantry were positioned so as to give a

radius of orbit of I-2-5 +/- o-5 cn- This i-s the s¡nal-rest

possible radius of orbit the camera can attain, without
touching any part of the 1lhantom or its supporting
trorrey. rn all cases 360 degree, continuous, circular
scans were perforned, with data acquired over 2 degree

intervals. The f rame size r{as 64 x G4 and word mod.e was

employed.

rn the first series of experiments, the pIlA window

was cent:red on t'he L40 kev photopeak, but the wi-ndow

width was increased symmetricarly about the 14û kev

position- The vsindow sizes used r{ere S-St6, B-B%, 10-10%,

L2-1214 and, 15-15%, wi-ttr respect to the 14CI kev mid-¡sindow

positi-on,
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rn the seeond series of experinoents, the totar wind.ow

width r"ras maint,ained at 12%, but the windoçr ¡Eas moved

through a. se:ries of positions across the 140 keV

photopeak- The window positions used r{ere 1_t-Z%, B-qt^,

6*6ts, 4-B? ar.d 2-IA?6.

rn the third series of experiments, an energy ¡vindow

on the compton scatter peak was used, in additíon to the
photopeak windon- A 10-10% window centred on the gû kev

peak !ùas used to acquire projections consisting of
scattered radiation, which were late¡r used to neconstruct
images- Photopeak images Erere a.cquired using 10-10%, B-4%

and 6-6% ¡Eindows respectively - rt hras necessary to obtair¡
the scatter images prior to the photopeatr images, beeause

tkre acquisition software available T,{as incapable of
carrying out simurtaneous acquisition over z degree

intervals and in word mode (although this was possibte

for other combinations of acquisition interval and mode

tvpe).
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(b) SENSITTVITY Ì{APS

The sensitivity map used to correct the acquired
photopeak data was that currentry in use for crinical-
imaging- This map was acquired at a photopeak energy of
140 kev, with the PHA r¿indow at, 10-10%- The assumption is
that the sensitivity maB provides adequate correction
for the acquired data.- since acquisÌtion of cali-bration
images for a number of different energies is clinically
inpractieal, and since artÍfacts are not observed in the
reconstructed f,lood images, this assumption riras

considered to be valid-

A new enelrg'y sensitivity map rras acquired for the
Gompton peak, centred at g0 kev (a varue chosen by

inspection of the spectrum obtained using a Tc-ggm source
placed u¡rder the camera head) with L0-10tK windows.
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(c) ECT RECONSTRUCTION

For all r,Eindorr sizes and positions the reconstructi-on
process was similar- The normalized data ¡ras used for the
reconstruction, as this has been corrected for
irregurarities in the cãmera motion- For backprojection,
the commonry used Hanning normar filter rças selected- The

t'hickness of the seaonstructed srices is user-serectable-
Two slices, each 14 pixels deep, were reconstructedr âS

shown in Fig-3-1- The first sl-ice is a f]-ood image, whiì-e

the second slice contains images of the plexiglass rods

(representÍng cold lesions) - The radius of the
reconstructed slices was c}¡.osen to be 16 pi-xels, giving a

zoom, or magnification, faetor of 2- A typical set of
reconstructed slices is strown in Fig. B-Z-
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Fig.3-1- Images of ttre phantom: 2 slices, ea.ch

14 pixel-s deep-
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I
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FiS-3.2 A set of reconstn¡cted slices_
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(d) VALTTE OF THE A.TTENUATION COEFFICIENT

RecaII that for eaeh data acquisition 2 slices, IA

pixels deep Eirere reconstructed, and, of these, the fi-rst
was a flood image, ãs shor,qn in Fig. J-Z_ This slice was

serected and zooned by a factor of B to filr the screen.

A rectangular region of interest, z ¡rixels deep and 64

pixels wide, was constructed across the mid-section of
the slice, and became the basis f,or a profile of counts

versus laterar d.istance, in this vorume elenaent of the
srice- Fig-3-3 shorvs such a sl-ice, with. the region of
interest and profile as described-

The softrEare in the .apex system calculates ttre chang

correction factor (Chang, 1-978), given in equation 16,

vrith the val-ue of attenuation coefficier¡t selected by the
user¡ ând applies it to every pixel_ in the image- The

corrected images may be replayed on the screen, where the
:regíon of interest mentioned above may again be used as

the basis of a eount profile.
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Fig-3-3 Flood sl-ice ¡sith count profile_
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Consider why this profil-e is informative- In the
absence of atter¡uation of ttre gamma rfays, such a prof ile
should have the f ]-at-topped appea.rance shown in
Fig- 3-4(a) - fn practise, the gâmma rays suff,er
attenuation, causing the profile to assume an appearance

similar to that shown in Fie.3-4(b). By applying the
appropriate chang correction factor (carculated using the
"best" val-ue of the attenuation coeff,icient) it shourd be

possibl-e, in theory, to compensate for the effect of the
attenuation of the gamma rays¡ so that the profile under

discussion more closely resembles Fig- 3-4(a) _

The problem, then, was to identify the "best" value
of the attenuation coefficient- A possible sorution was

sinply to try a series of numhers, drawing the rer-evar¡t

profiles and assessing by eye when the profile becanne

flat-topped. Ilor,rever, this was a crude approach and tqas

open to manry errors, since it was diff icurt to assess

which of a series of very similar, and noisy, profiles
best approxinnated to f latness -
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Fíe-3.4 ldealized

to show the effect

count profiles,

of attenuation-



(a) FLAT-TOPPED PROFILE

(b)u-SHAPED PROFTLE
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Gonsider the shape of the profile of FÍg.B-4(b)
between the markers t and R, as indicated- rn this
region, the profil-e was assu¡ned to approximate to a

parabola, described by an eguation of the form

axz + bx * c- Ttrerefore, by applying a polynomial fit t,o

points between appropriatery chosen ma¡rkers, such as

those illustrated, the value of the coefficient na, may

be used as an indicator of the fratness of the profile-
The att'enuation coeffieÍent vshich resurts in the va]_ue of
'a' being equal to zero may be 655rrm6d to be the "best"

varue. rn fact, to be strictly rigorous we require both

'a.' and 'b' to be zero; however, since coefficient .a,

has the stronger infruenee, and si-nce pri-ority is gÍven

to devel-oping a method which is eonvenient to use on a
day-to-day basis, the requirement on .b, ¡+as relaxed-

Now, in general, it was not found that any one value
of selected attenuation eoefficient resurted in .a, being

exactly zero, rn general, it was only possible to obtain
a series of val-ues of 'a' which, although very cl_ose to
zero, moved from being slightly negative to being

sl-ightl-y positive. However, a' plot of .a' against
attenuation coefficient reveals a linear relationship, as
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shor,rÐ in Fig- 3- 5(a) - The:refore, a rinear reast-squares
fit may be employed to obtain the srope and intercept,
and hence ttre value of attenuation coeff,icient
corresponding to 'a' - o (that is, the point of intercept
on the x axis).

Practically, this was a convenient proeess to
accornplish using the .A,pex systen- After reconstruction
of the image sliees, a. set of, sê]r, five corresponding

values of attenuation coeffi-cient and coeffici-ent .a' are
required- A protocol for this purpose was cneated by

Iinking the appropriate aommands together, and Fras

assigned to a key- The system arso has the capabirity to
perform the linear fi-t; it was used to plot .a, against
attenuatior¡ coeffj-cient and perform the 1east-squarres fit,
shown in Fie-3-5(b)- A possible improvenent to this
method would be to upgrade the protocol described to
requi-re less user intervention, thereby reducing the time
required to produce the appropniate attenuation
coefficients- At present, it requires approximately seven

minutes to obtain a usef,uI set of five .a, values, and

the corresponding attenuation coefficients, forJ-owed. by a
fusther f,ew minutes to perform the least-squares fit, and
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cal-culate the final value of the attenuation coefficient-
The least-squares fits Berformed on the Apex system were

double-checked using a¡l Ámdaht computer system, which.

al-so gave the elrïc¡r values on eaeh fitr making it
possibre to calculate an error on the finar value of
attenuation coefficient obtained- These cal-culated error
values are repo:rted, arith ttre appropriate attenuation
coeffici-ents in Tables 4-1, 4-Z and 4_B_
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Fig-3-5 toeffi-cient 'a' plotted against attenuation

coef,f i-cient -



3.¡ 5/EË 1.{::3 3¡ 5¡8S.14'*f

Fig 3.5(a) Fig 3. s (b)
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(e) SUBTRACTION

The data obtained in the thi:rd seríes of scans, âS

descríbed in section rrr (a) , T,ùas reconstructed, and

attenuation coefficients were obtained using the flood
inages as described- The attenuation coeffi-cients weïe

ther¡ applied to the images of the resior¡s (plexigrass

rods) - The corrected images were then subtracted- The

systenr software provides the facílíty to subtract a user-
serectable fraction of one speci-fied image from another

specified image- Thus, fractions of the scatte¡r image,

from 0.0 to 0-9 were subtracted from each of the 10-10%,

8-43 and 6-6% photopeak images in turn- Tkre resulting
images r¡re.re anarysed for contrast and resolution as

described bel-o¡.¡-
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(f ì T,ESION SIZE AI{D CONTRAST

The secor¡.d sli-ce

case ! rras selected

the screen- It will

the reconst:ructed images, in each

zoomed by a factor of B to fil_l
recalled that this slice contains

of

and

he

the lesion images, whire sl-ice one conta.ins the frood
image- A rectangular region of interest, z pixers deep

and 64 pixel-s r¿i-der was positioned across the l-esions

under study and used to draw a profile across the srice.
A horizontar marker Eras used to rocate the trough and

peak coirresponding to the lesion under study- rf cr and

Cz eorrespond to the peak and trough respecti-vely, then

the contrast of, the lesion image is given by (Cr Cz)/
(Cr +Cz) - This ís i_Ilustrated by the example in Fig.9.6,
which shows how the cont:rast of the lesion at the extreme

reft of the region of interest ís obtained (identÍfied as

lesion 30/50 througtrout this document) -

The position of Gr was serected arways as the lowest

of the two peaks on either side of the trough, since this
indicated the background against r¡hich it was most

difficult to identify the lesion_
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Fig-3.6 To show how the contrast values were obtained-
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Next, a horizontal- marker Eüas positíoned at hal_f -
height (that is, at (cl + cz)/Z )- A vertical marker T,sas

used to locate the intensections of the horizontal- marker

wit'h t'he profile. The diffe¡rence i-n these numbers gave

the F!ÙIIM of the peak in ¡lixels- Using the scale factor,
which is automatically recorded wíth the study (0.3d40

cm/pixel in thi-s case), the F'WHM in c¡o may be calculated.

This procedure Í{as performed on the lesion images,

before and after attenuation correction, for each window

size, or af,ter sr.lbtraction of the scatter images- rn this
w¿tJ¡r the effect of the various methods of scatter and

attenuation correction on contrast and resolution, and.

therefore on resion detectabitity and measurement of
size, bras assessed- Results are presented for serected

lesions as given in Tabre 3-1- rndividuar resíons are

der¡oted by a symbol of the form x/y, whene x represents

the diameter of the lesion in nillimetres, and y

represents the distance of the lesion from ttre centre of,

the phantom, also in nillimetres.
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TASIÆ 3.1 T,ESIONS E'OR TÙHICH RESTTLTS ARE QUOTED

T{O}IENCIATT]RE DIAHETER DISTANCE FROM CE}ITEE

1,=çí,:¡¡ 1*rf5¡

Iesion 30/5CI

lesion 16/50

1S m*

gS nrm

16 mm

80

50

50

mñ

ÐDl
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ME.AST'REUENT

Fron count profiles through the l_esion i_mages, the
contrast and F-WIIM were determined- For a profile traving a

maximr.¡-m value of Cr and a mininum val-ue of C2, the
contrast T,sas given by (Cr Cz)/(Ct + Cz)- The

uncertainty in determining both Cr and Cz &ras +/- Û_ZSO

pixels, therefore tl'e uncertainty in the quantities (cl-
Cz) a''d (Gr + Ce) was +/- 0-500 pixels. The fractional

error in the contrast was then Ct/{Ctz Czz)- The

uncert.aintv in estabri-shing the FWHM of an individuar
profile was estimated to be +/- 0.500 pixels_
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CTIAPTER IV AESUTTS AI{D DISCUSSION
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(a) ATTENUATION COEFFICIENTS

Tables 4-L and 4-z show the values of attenuation
coefficient, obtainedr âs described, for the various
symmetric and a.s¡rmmetric windorss respectively- hfoticeable

i-n Tabl-e 4 - 1- are the errôr rimits on the val-ues obtained.

fo:r the 8-8% and 10-1-o% walues, wh.ich are J-arge enougÌr to
incrude alr the other values- rn Tabl-e 4-2, a d.ecreasing

trend is exhihited, as expected-

.A.s the constant r+idth wi-ndow is moved to¡¡ands higher
energies, the average pkroton energy included increases,
and this mäy be expected. to read to a decrease in
attenuation coefficient- The sãme is not true of the
s¡rmmetric windows listed in Table 4.L - as the width of
the windoçr ir¡creases the average energy incruded. wj_Il not
al-ter significantry, because the nr¡mbers of both lo¡q and

high energ:y photons, included. by the window, will be

increased- Therefore, arr overal-r decrease in attenuation
coefficient is not anticipated, and, within the quoted

l-imits of uncertainty, is not observed_
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Table 4-3 shows the attenuati-on coefficients obtained
f,o¡r the windows specif,íed, using the same method. a.s was

used to obtai-n the walues ri-sted ín Tabr-es 4-1 and 4-z-
completely ner+ data was acquired and analysed t,o obtain
these resul-Ès - comparison of these war-ues with the
attenuation coefficients for the 10-1095, B-a? and 6-6%

windor,*s in Tabl-es 4-I and 4-z reweal-s agreem.ent within
the limits of experimental error, which confirms the
reproducibíJ-ity of these numbers _

The sãme method Í{as emBloyed to obtain the
attenuation coefficient for the L0-L0% window posítioned.

on the com¡rton peak- The valt¡es indicated in Table 4-3

are those whieh are used to apply attenuation correct,ion
to the corresponding images hefore subtraction, as

described in the previous chapter-
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TABIE 4. 1: å'TTENUATT0N coE['r'rcrENTs FoR syHHETRrc
TilINDOWS

WITqDO!{ SIZE .A.TTEI{UATTO!ü
COEFFICIENT

5-5,6

8-8%

10-1û:ä

1_2-L2%

15-1_5"Á

0-097 +/- 0_006

0-094 +/- 0.020

t.095 +/- t-t26
0.089 +/- 0-û05

0_089 +/- 0-009

IABLE 4.2: ATTENUATTON coEE"FrcrENTS ['oR ^asyMI,fETRrc
WINDOWS

ïÙINDOW SIZE ATTEIüUATTON
COEFFICIENT

It*2%

B-4%

6-6%

4-8%

2-70%

0.108 +/- t.007

0-105 +/- 0-009

0-098 +/- 0-CI05

0.085 +/- O-007

a _oT4 -t/- 0 - 00s
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TABLE 4. 3: ATTENUATION COEET.ICIENTS
SUBTN.ACTION

E'OR WTNDOWS USED T'OR

wïr{Do[{ sIzE
(oR POSTTTON)

ATTENUATTOhI
COEFFTCTEI{T

L0-10%

8-496

6-6%

10-l-0% on
Compton peaÌ<

0.096 +/- o-010

0_104 +/- t-017

0-095 +/- 0-011

a -a42 +/- 0 " 003
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(b) tEsIoN CoNTRAST AIID SIZE MEASTTREHENTS

Resul-ts are presented for three l-esi-ons, as ]-isted in
Table 3.1- Before proceeding, it may be Þrelpfur to recall
that the l-esion nom.encl-ature, x/v, indicates the diarneter

of the lesion, (x), and the distance of the centre of the
I-esíon from the centre of the phantom, (y), both
quantities stated in millimetres - rr¡ the graphs r,rhicÞ¿

foJ-row, error bars have been included on arl data points-
Hor¡eve:r, in many cases, tlae magnitude of the measurement

error is such that the bars do not appear to be present-

Fis.4 - i- shows the variati-on in contrast of the three
serected. Iesions, âs the width of the symmetric windorn¡ is
increased, without attenuation correction being appried,
whil-e Ei,g-4-2 shorvs the variation i-n contrast as the
position of the constant width, as¡rmmetric ¡sindow is
moved to¡¡ards higher energi-es - Figs.4 - B and 4 - 4 show the
same data as Figs . 4 - 1- and 4 - 2, after the appropriate
attenuation correction (as l-isted in Tabres 4-l_ and 4.2)
has been applied to the images.
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rn Fig- 4-r, tlae contrast exl¡ibits a d.ecreasing trend,
a.s the r*indow n¡idth is increased to incrude a wid.er range

of energies- The degradation in contrastr rtrâv be

att-ni-buted to the incrusion of an increa.sing propontion

of scattered photons, as the ¡çindow ¡Eidth increases -

rn Fig- 4-2" there is an overarr increasíng trend. as

the wir¡dors position moves towards higher energies, whicla

may be attributed to the exclusion of scattered. photons-

rn both F'igs - 4. t and 4 - 2 the trends desc¡ribed are most

clearn-y demonstrated by the resul-t,s for resion 30/b0 -

Companison of trig-4-3 nith Fig-4-1 and of Fig-A-4
i.ri-t'h Fi-g-4-2 shows that attenuation correction does not
radically alte:r the general trends exhibitecl- [ìlo¡Eever, it
does have a marked effect on the rer-ative contrast of
lesions L9/8o and L6/50, in that t]-e plots, which were

previousJ-y sepanated, noçq ove-rtaB- The contrast of l-esion

L9/80 is reduced, r+hile that of, L6/5o is increased, witÞr

the resul-t that for vi-rtual-ly alr window sizes the varues

are al-most the se¡ne -



Fie-4- 1- Contrast of

correction, plotted

159

three lesions, vrithout attenuation
against (symmetrie) windornr size-

Fie-4-2 Contrast of

correction, plott,ed

three l-esions, without attenuation

against ( asynrmetric ) window size "
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Fie-4-3 Contrast of

correction, plotted

161

three lesj-ons, after attenuation

against (sSrmmetric) çrir¡dow size-

FíS.4 - ¡1 Contrast of three

correcticn, plotted against

Iesionsn after attenuation

(asymmetric) windorq size.
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(c) SïI|METRIC WINDOIüS

Figs.4-5 to 4-Z illustrate
correction, on the contrast
lesion, røhen s¡rmmetrie Brindows

used to acquine the data-

the effect of attenuation

a.nd resolution of each

of increasing rsídth are

Figs.4-5(a) and 4-5(b) refer to lesion j_g/S0_ Of the
three lesíons reported, it is crosest, to the surface of
the phantom- ABprication of attenuation correcti-on
decreases the cont¡rast at arl- window sj-zes, a.lttrough the
overall shape of the gnaph is not altered- The highest
contrast is a.chieved wi-th a 5-5% windo¡e a.nd no

attenr¡ation correction- The measu:red size of, the image of
the resi-on is decreased at art wind.o¡v sizes, after
attenuation correction- The actt¡al síze of the lesion
(equivarent to 5-52 pixels, âs indicated on the figure)
is included within the error bars of ttre measuremer¡ts of
size of the uncorrected image, ât arr pgindo¡v sizes,
¡sithout attenuation correction-
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Figs-4-6(a) and 4-6(b) ref,er to lesion ffi/5A-
App]-ication of attenuation correction causes a s¡oa.ll

increase in cont¡rast (for 65ample, from 0-4gz to û -5zr),
and al-so increa.ses the measured size of the xesíon at aI-I

window sizes- As indieated, the actual siae of, ttre
lesi-on is B-72 pÍxers- l{ithout attenuation correcti-on,
this is encompassed only by the üeasurrement perfonmed on

the i ma€le erbtained usi n€ en B-Bjä a¡indow- ,After

attenuati-on co:rrection, the actuar size is included

within the error l-imi-ts of the measured size, for ar]_

¡.rindow widths, except the &-S% çrindorE-

ït is int,eresting to note the resurts obtained with
the 10-10% windop'r- with or ç¡ithout attenuation
correctiono the contrast is less than obtaÍned. with the
5-5% or 8-89ä windows, although prohably this is not a

inajo:r disadvantage with respect to this arready
¡relativery hígh contrast lesion- lÍowever, if accurate

measurements of the l-esion size are required, Fig-4-6(b)
ir¡dicates thrat there ¡,rill he a substantial underestimate

without attenuation correction (T -BTs +/- 0-00s pixels a.s

compared with an actua.l size of 8.72 pixels ) -
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Figs.4-7(a) and 4-7(b) refer to lesion 1-6/50, ç+hich

is rerativel-y diffieult to detect, due to its depth
prithir¡ tlae phant,om and its smaller size- Tþ¡e E-5? and g-

8% ç¡indor+s gi-ve the best contra.st values, but wi-th or
wi.thout attenuation conrection (which has ve,ry little
effect on the contr.ast), these are never more than 0-r-80-

TF¡.e corresponding measurements of the dianreter of the
lesion are a considerabl-e overesti-mate of the actual_ size
(4-65 pixelsr âs indicated on the figure), for arl windoçr

sizes, rrith or without attenuat,ion correction- There

does, however, appear to be a decneasíng t,rend in the
measurements of size, âs the window lvidth is increased-

The observation that, in general, optimal results
Elere obtained with the narïower windows, inf ]-uenced the
serection of the window width to be used to ínvestigate
the effect, of a constant width røindow, at various
positions or¡ the photopeak. As a compromise betr+een

excl-usion of scattered photons, and inclusion of
suf,f icient mrmbers of primary photons, an overall røindo+r

tridth of L2%, posit,ioned at LO-z? , B-4%, 6-6%, 4-B% and

2-Lt96, was serected f or the asymmetrie windor+

measurements discussed bel-oçv-
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Fie-4.5 Contrast and resotution of l-esion Lg/St, with
and without attenuation correction, plotted against

(syinmetrric) window síze_
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FiS.4-6 Contrast and nesolution of lesion 80/50, with
and without attenuation cor:rection, plotted agai_nst

(symnetric) window size.
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Fie-4-7 contrast and resol-ution of Lesion L6/5a, wi-th

and without attenuation conrectíon, ptotted against
(syrometric) window size.
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(d) ASYM}IETRIC WINMT{S

Fi-es - 4. I to 4. l-0 il-lustrate the effect of attenuation
correctiorì o¡r tÞre cor¡tra.st and resolution of each lesion,
ã,s a wind<¡w of constant width is l-ocated at varíous
positions, moving towards higher energy, ort the
photopeak.

X¡ies.4-8{a) ar¡d 4-A{U) ref,er to lesion j_g/S0-

ABplication of attenuation correcti-on decrea.ses the
contrast at all r¡indow positions, and also tends to
deerease the measured diameter of the lesion, although
the error bars overlap at all windo¡.¡s except Lo-z%. The

actual- size of the lesion ]-ies within the eryor l-imi-ts of
the measured size, ât all window positions, for images

obtained without attenuation correction. This is true
only for the 4-8i6 window, with attenuation correction- rt
must then be concruded that for resion Lg/80, opti-mal

image contrast and resolutj-on are achieved by using a 6-
6?6 or 4-B3 acquisitÍ-on windovr, ¡qithout appl_ying

attenuation correction. This confirms the indieation of
FÍ-gs,4- 5(a) and 4- 5(b), that a n.arrortr r+indow, ¡,¡ithout
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attenuation correction, is best

measurement of this lesion-

for deteeti-on and

Figs.4.S(a) ar¡d 4.9(n) refer to tesion Bt/1t" At all
sEindow posÍ-tions, the contrast is greater than even the
lrighest val-ues, for either l-esion rg/st or r6/5t, and.

incre,ases ä.s the rrindow is ¡noved to higher energies. T.he

deciding factor perhaps should be the resorutíon, which

i-s i-mproved by use of attenuation correction- without
attenilation correction, the actual siae (s-72 píxels) is
i-ncruded within the error ri¡oi-ts of onry the 2-i_0% wi_ndow

position measurement. Hh.en attenuation correctior¡ is
aBpÌ-ied, the aetual- size is encoÍnpassed by the error
li¡níts on the diameter meâsurernents, ât aIr window

BositÍ-ons except Lo-z%- The best co¡nbination of contrast
and resolution is ackrieved by using the 4-B% srindova and

enploying att,enuati_on correcti_on_ However, the 6-6%

position has similar resolutÍ-on, and the contrast is onl_y

sliehtl-y less than at the 4-8% posi-tion (in fact, r"¡hen

error rimits a.L'e considered they are the same). rt is
interesting to note that the same windows Eüere i_denti-fj_ed

as gi-ving optimar results for lesion J,g/so, arthough in
that case attenuati-on correction was found to be
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unhelpful. The indi-catj_ons of Figs-4.6(ai and. 4.6(b),
that use of attenuation correction. r,sas benef,icial, with
respect to identification and aceu¡rate size rneasureraent

of this lesion, are confj_r¡red-

Figs-4-10(a) and 4-L0(i:,) a.¡re for l_esi-on L6/Sû, and

indicate that attenr¡ation eorrectior¡ improves the
contrast of innages of this smal-ler, deeper l_esion at at1

wj-ndow positions- The contrast, âs previously mentioned,

increases 'as the n¡indow posi-ti-on i-s moved towards hågher

energy. Tlle ef,fect of attenuatiorr cor:lection, or¡ tFre

m,ea.sured size of this }esion, is mo-re noti_ceabre in thís
case than either of the others, which is interesting
since this i-s the most di-f,ficurt of the three to d.etect

ared measure - At all ¡Eindoçr positions attenuation
correction. causes an increa.se in the measured diameter of
tþ¿e resion- As the window position ís moved. towards

highen energy, the measured size of the resion tends to
inc¡rease, witþr or without application of attenuation
eorrecti-on- This trend was al-so evident for l_esion 90/50,

but was less marked- The actual size of the lesion lies
within the eruor ]-imits of onJ-y one measureraent - that
obt'ained r.¡ithout attenuation correcti-on of inages
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acquired using an B-4% r+indovr. comparison of Figs.4.10(a)
and 4 - 1-0 (b) wi-th 4.7 (a) and 4 -7 (b) indicates that the
probability of, detection of, this lesion is greatest using
a narrow window, perhaps a.symmetrical-l-y positi-oned (for
s¡çample, 6-6% or 4-8%) - Hoprever, thre only realistic
mea.surem.ent of the si-ze of the l-esion r.ra.s obtained ç,¡ith

the 8-4% window position, wlthout attenuatíon
correction-
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Fie-4.8 Contrast and resolution of ]_esion l"g/90, with
and without attenuation co:rrection, plotted against

(asymmetric) window size-
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Fie-4-g Contrast and nesol-ution of lesion 80//50, røith

and ¡vithout attenuati-on conrection, plotted against
(asymmetric) ç¡indow size-
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FiS.4-10 Contrast and resolution of l_esion L6/SO, with
and without attenuation eorrection, plotted agai-nst

(asymmetric) window size-
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(e ) SUBTRACTTON Iì{AGES

Figs-4-l-1-,4-LZ and4.l_3 i_Il_ustrate the effectr o*
th.e contrast and resolution of images of lesion rg/go
acquired using 1-0-L0%, 8-4% and 6-6% windows on the
phrotopeak, of subtsacting images reconstructed f,rom data

aequired wi-th the energy window }ocated on the Gonapton

peak- Prior to subtraction, all images have undergone

attenuati-on correcti-on, using the appropriate varues of
atter¡uation coefficient, âs indicated in Table 4_B-

For the 10-10% photopeak i-uuages, contrast of i..000

and a measured diamet,er equal to the actual size of the
I-esion are obtained when the subtracted fraction, k, is
0_6_

For the 8-4% photopeak images, Fig. A.IZ indicates
tha.t the actuar size of the lesion l-ies within the
u-Ë¡certainty limits of the diameter measurements, when the
subtracted fraction is o-5. The corresponding contrast is
1_.000.
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Fie.4.i"3 indicates that, for images aequired r,rith a
8-6"Á photopeak window, r"¡h¿en tnre subtraction fraction is
0 - B, the rneasured size of the lesion is equal_ to the
actual size, and the cont¡rast is 1.000.

Comparison of Figs-4-LL, 4.LZ and 4_L3 with FiSs.4_b

and 4-B respectively, whieh also refer to resior¡ 1-g/gt,

reveals that much hÍgher contr,ast can be aehieved. using

the subtraction teclrnique; the maximum contrast achieved

at any window size, with or without attenuation
correctior¡ is 0-261, while a contrast of 1-000 may be

readíry obtained for this ì-esion" at any of the three
window sizes mentioned, by use of the appropriate
subtraetion fraction-
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Fie.4-LL Contrast and resol-ution of
plotted against subtractior¡ fraction,

acqui-red with L0-L0% ¡Eindow on the

Iesj-on l-9/80,

for images

photopeak.
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Fie"4.lU Contrast ar¡d resolution of, lesian Iglg}"
plotted against subtractíon fnactíon, fon images

acqui::ed with 8-4% window on the photopeak-
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FiS-4-1-3 Contrast and resolution of l-esion Lg/gA,
plotted against srehtraction fraction, f,or Í_mages

acquÍ-red with 6-6H window on the photopeak.
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Figs -4.t4, 4- 15 and 4.16 ref,en to 1esion ñ/BA
images, aequåred using l-û-i.0%, 8-4% and 6-E% v+indoç¡s on

th¡.e plaotopeak, whiek¡ k¡.ave undergone subtraction as

described above-

For tlee 10-1û% photoBeak images, the cor¡trast
i-ncreases to rea.ch a varue of f.,000 when k i-s a-a. For k

= 0-4 the actuar si-ze of the lesion is within the rimits
of error of the measurements of the l-esion diameter.

rn Fie- 4 - 15, the contrast ¡reaches 1- CI00 ¡Ehen k is
0.3, and the measured dianneter is reBresentative of the
actual size of the lesion.

In Fig.4.1-6, the eontrast reaehes a value of 1-000

when k is 0-5, aad the actuar size of the resion i-s
within the l-imits of, uncertainty of the corresponding

roeasured diamet,en-

once again, it Ís noticeabre that, whatever the size
of the energy wi-ndo¡+ used for d.ata acquisition, it i-s

¡¡ossihre to obtain much better contrast by this method,

and to obtain more reri-abl-y an accurate measurem,ent of
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the dia-meter of the l-esion under study, than by using
only the s¡;rmmetric on asymmetnic r,sindows a.s described

earli-er -
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Fie.4-L4 Contrast and resol_ution of l-esion BO|5O,

plotted against subtraction f,raction, f,or images

a.equired rqith 10-L0% windov,y on the photopeak.
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Fie.4.1-5 Contrast and resolution of lesior¡ ZO/SO,

pJ-otted against subtraction fraction, for ínages

acqteired with 8-4.% windova on the photo1leak.
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Fie-4.L6 Contrast and resol-ution of l_esj_on \O/SA,

plotted against subtractj-on fraction, for images

aequired '"+ith 6-6% wj_ndo+y on the photopeak.
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Figs-ð-LT, 4-L8 ar¡d 4-L9 refer to tkre contrast and.

resorution of innages of l-esion L6/s0, subsequent to
subtraction of scatter inages, obtained with 10-l-0%, B-aq^

and 6-6% energy røi-ndows on the photopeak- Attenuation
eor:rectior¡ hras applied to aII images prior to
subtraction-

Fie- 4 - 17(a) shor+s that contrast of l-.000 is achieved

with the L0-L0% ímages when the subtracted fraction i_s

0-7- The resolution is never good, th.e actuar si-ze of the
resion never fatring ¡sithin the er.ror ri¡nits of the
measured values - Resol-ution is better v¡tren the g--4?

windo¡s is used, äs i-l_h¡.strated by Fie-4. i.g(b),
parti-cularly at the lower k varues. For k in th.e nange

0 - 2 to 0. 5 the nueasured va]-ues are cl-ose to the actuar
size" The contrast does not reach the vah¡e of r-.000

untitr k i-s 0 - 6, although the contrast at arl- var-ues of k
greater than o-2, is higher than obtained for t}¡j_s resion
without using the subtraction technique. The resol-ution
for k in the irange 0-0 to û-5 i-s also better than that
achieved ¡+ithout subtraetion-

Fie.4.1-9(a) indicates that, when data is acquj-red
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ç¡ith a 8-6% windoçç on the phot,opeak, tþ¡e contrast d.oes

not become l--000 untit the subtracted fraction of the
scatter image is 1.0. Tlae resolut,ion is neven good - the
actuar síze of the l-esion never ti-es within the erros
limits of the measured diameter-

Perhaps, for this J_esion, the best compromise j-s

obtair¡ed when arì 8- 4% photoBeak windosq is used f,on

acqui-si-tíon, followed by subtraction of the scatter i_mage

using a value for k of, 0"5- I{owever, detection and

measurernent of the size of this lesion is perhaps the
most demanding test of these techniques, so it is
encouragíng to fi-nd that thi-s subtraction method can

provide very notieeable advantages.
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FiS.4-LT Contrast and resolution of lesion 16/5A,

plotted against subt,raction fraction, for irnages

acquired with l-0-10% røindow on the photopeak.
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Fie.4-L8 Contrast and resolution of lesion L6/bO,

plotted agaS-nst suhtraetion f:raction, for images

acqui-red with B-4% window on the photopeak-
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Fie-4-1-9 Cc,ntrast and resolutj_on of, lesj_on L6/SA,

pJ-otted against subtraction fraction, fo.n i-nages

acquired with 6-8% lEindow on the photopeak.
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trn evaluating the inoages obta.ined by subtracting
scatter images from Bhotopeak images, many variabres have

to be considered, in order to select the best compromise

betv¡een cor¡trast and resoruti-on. To help identify the
optímal set of condi-tions, a quantity, which wil-l be

caLled the "resolutiora ratío", has beer¡ defined to be the
actual- size of the resion divided by the ¡neasured.

dianeter, both quantities in pixels- Tl.e idear set of
para&e-bers n¡oul-d. be those which resul-t in a contrast of
1-000 and a resorution ratio of, 1.000" For each resion
a.nd each phot'opeak wi-ndow, contrast i-s plotted agai-nst

resolutior¡ ratio for eaeh. k value-

Fie-4.2O i-s for lesion X9,/80 j-nnages acquired with a

10-l-0% wir¡dow on tk¡e photopeak. rt indicates that the
opti¡na]- value of k is close to 0.6, because, aJ_though k =

0-7 also produces a contrast of, l-.000, the corresponding

resol-ution ratio is much less than u¡hen k is 0.6. By

drar+ing a snooth curve and interpolating, the "true"

optimunn value of k rnay be obtained, aJ-thoueh the crinical-
benefit of this additional_ eff,ort is questionable_

FiS-4.2t is for l-esj-on L9/SO witk¡ an 8-4% s,i_nd.oç¡ on
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the photopeak- fn this case, k = 0-8, for which the
contrast is l-.00t and the resolution rati_o is 0 - gZ0, is
probabry the best cornpronnise- Again, i-nterpol-ation coul-d.

be used to fj-nd tkre "t:rue" optimr¡¡r subtraction fraction-

Fíe- 4.22 is also for l-esj_on Lg/80, but with a 6*6%

wi-ndoçE or¡ the pb¡.otopealc. r¡r this cå.se, use of k values

l-ess than 0. B resul-ts in decreased contrast o and

nesolution ratios in exeess of 1-000- when k is 0-8, the
contrast is 1.000 and the resol-ution ratio is l_004-
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Fie- t.1.2O Contrast plotted against resolutj-on ratio for
lesion tg/8O, 10-10% photopeak nrindow-

Fie.4-zL contrast pJ-otted agai-nst resorution ratio for
lesior¡ 1-9/8O, 8-4y" photopeak window.
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Fie.4-22 Contrast plott,ed against resolutÍon ratio for
lesion 1,9/8t, 8-6% photopeak wj-ndoçr.
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Fig-4.23 shows the equi-val-ent information for resion
30il50, when the photopeak çrindops is 10-i_0%- This is
i-nteresting because of the wi-de ra.nge of vatrues of k fo:r

wk¡.i-ch the contrast is 1- 00û - The opti-mal value must be

d.ecided, ôrr the basis of the resorution ratio, whi-ch

suggests a k value close to 0-4-

Fie- 4-24 al-so refers to l_esion B0/b0, but r,Eíth the
4% wj-ndow on tÏle photopeak. It also indicates that
optiroal- val-ue of k is el_ose to 0.4. Fie. A.ZE suggests

value close to 0-6, rskren the photopeak window is 6-6%.

8-

the

ak
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Fig.4.ZB Contrast plotted agairast resolution ratio f,or

Iesi-on 3t/5û, 10-X_0% photopeak wi_ndow-

Fig.4-24 contrast ptotted against resolution ratio f,o:r

lesion 30/50, 8-49l photopeak window.
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FiS- 4"2,5 Contrast plotted against resohlt,ion ratio for
Iesj-on 3t/5O, 6-6% photopeak window-
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Fie- 4 -26 illustrates the contrast and resoruti-on

:ratio fo¡r innages of l-esion i"6/5O, acquired wi_th a
photopeak windopa of, 1-0-10%- The resolution ratio is newer

better than 0 - 676 a.nd, whe.n the eontra.st attains its
maximum varue of 1-000, the resolution ratio is onry

0 - 620 at best - A. 6-8% window on the photopea.k is also not
T¿ery satisfactory, âs shor¿n in Fig.4-28. rn th.is case,

the resorution ratio is never better than 0-6s8, and when

the contr"ast is L - 000 the resolt¡tion ratio is only 0. ba4 -

Thi-s infor¡oation suggests that for thís snnal-r-, deegr

lesion, neither a 10-1-0% nor a 6-s% window is the hest to
use. This is conf i-rmed by the results obtai-ned usíng an

B-4T" windo+r, sunmari-zed in trie" a-zr - A resolution ratio
of 0 - 865 and contrast of 0 - 666 can be achieved ¡ri_th a

value of k of 0.5, ôr, when k is 0.6, a resolutior¡ ratio
and contrast of 0-759 and L-000 respectivery can be

achieved.
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Fie- 4.26 contrast pl-otted agai-nst iresorution ratío for
lesion L6/5t, l-0-10% photopeak windor,¡.

Fis. rL-27 contrast pl-otted against resol-ution ratio for
lesion t6/5t, 8-4% photopean< windovr.
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Fis.4-28 cont¡rast pÌ-otted against resol-uti-on ratio for
lesj-on 76/60, 6-69 llhotorleak window-
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CEAPTER V CONCTUSION
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The aim of this study was to investigate the possible

improvement of SPECT image quality, resulting from t}¡e
application of scatter ar¡d attenuation correction., røithin
a cl-inj-caIly aeceptabl-e tinne-span- Ttre width and posi_ti_on

of tlae erìergy window was varied during data acquisition,
and. the effect uÏlon l-esion contrast and resol-ution was

evaluated. ,4. sepa.rate "seatter window" technique Í{as also

exe¡ni16d-

Chang's method of attenuation correction was also

considered- This method :requi-red the experíuoental-

determination of the att,enuatíon coefficier¡t, for whicþ¿ a

rler,{, cl-i-nical-l-y expedj-ent, procedure Þ¡a.s devel_oped-

The width of tlae symmetric r.¡indow did not ef,fect the

contrast and resol-ution apprecÍabl_y or pred,ictabty.

Positioning the asymmetric vrindow to¡øards higher energies

brought about an overal-l- trend to increased contrast- By

f,ar the greatest improvenrents in J_mage guality resulted
f.rom subtraction of images obtained using a ConaBton

scatter r+i-ndow from those obtai-ned using a win.d.ors on the
photopeak. Fourfold iroprovements in the eontrast '*ïere

achieved u.sing this technique - selectíon of the optimal
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r¡a1ue of, subtraction fraction
deteetabi-l-ity of a l-esion and

assessment of lesion size.

Used appropriately in a

technique could signíficantl-y
and the ef,fectiverless of SFECT

a nucl-ear medicine depa:rtment,

ean therefore

can also perrnit

improve the

a realistic

clinical setting, this
i-mprove both image qual-ity

diagnostj-c procedures, in

The qualit'y of sPEcr images could be f,urther imp:roved

by optS-urization of the reconstruction fi-I-ter to the
lesion size and noise ctraracteristics expected in the

i-mage - The use of non-eircul_ar orbits, in r¡hi_ch the

detector is, o¡f,. avelra.ge, closer to the scanned object,
may be expected to improve image quality ayrd should. be

investigated.
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